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0. Abstract
The goal of this research was to construct effective sonic introductions for a concert program that
would allow a more sensory as opposed to intellectual experience of music. The research set out to
establish a desired classical music concert experience, in order to determine how a younger
audience might better relate to such a concert. Concepts explored were differences in music
appreciation; attention; personality; and spatiality. The use of language in introducing music was
deliberately eschewed to control for suggestion.
Experiments carried out were live with other music students at the conservatory of music where the
researcher currently studies; and on social media. Both interviews and surveys were used; as well as
comments in the social media experiment referenced. Due to difficulties in experiment
methodology, the research cannot draw any definite conclusions. Reactions to the different
introductions were perhaps as diffuse as those to music in general. However, the conclusions made
by the researcher are that an introduction should flow well and not be overly long, especially in
comparison to the work it refers to; it should be neither too simple nor too complex; and it should
include enough elements from a piece so as to be pertinent and enticing, but not so many as to ‘give
too much away’. For now, therefore, the researcher recommends the performer devise their own,
well-flowing and concise introductions.
Some generalities are that the research seems to indicate participants prefer some concise speaking
to elucidate the introductions, cementing the traditional approach of introducing a piece using
language. The researcher would recommend developing a new model for gauging concert
experience and introduction response, perhaps along the lines of tools used in the research. By
introducing these more specific measurements, the process of finding a new audience for classical
music performances will hopefully become more exact and less indistinct.
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1. Background
As a classical music performer, I am constantly looking for new audiences. A concert hall, on
average, will be peopled mainly by those aged fifty and above. To ensure a vibrant audience well
into the future, it is time to target a different age group. This is a huge undertaking, and so I will just
outline some basics below and then get into my piece of the pie which comprises this research.
Why would young people not like classical music? Indeed, this kind of music permeates our day-today life, be it through films, commercials, or quick tunes everyone tries to learn to play. A certain
association with social class might be the biggest factor; see also Rentfrow et al. (2017). (Perhaps
this very association leads the elderly to enjoy this kind of music, as a kind of acquired taste.) The
concert format itself, and the institute of the theater, may be a deterrent. Classical music
aficionados might engage in some kind of implicit gate-keeping where the uninitiated should first
learn good taste and decorum.
But, aside from idiosyncrasies such as clapping etiquette; sitting still and listening is something
children learn at school, while hearing the teacher tell a story. The kind of quietude aspired to by
classical musicians might be natural after all, even while smartphones and the internet steal our
attention, at least in anecdote. Perhaps the story that is classical music has become less-understood
through a different focus in education. As a result, the performer telling the story is now uttering
some kind of foreign language, incomprehensible to the audience. (See also Gaussin’s interview with
Perahia (n.d.), where the latter, a concert pianist, expounds on this.)
Presumably, an audience will relate more to music that they understand. But how do people get to
know music? What informs their preferences? It seems that music taste is mostly a social construct,
and that it varies greatly from individual to individual. (My interpretation of the article by Rentfrow
et al., 2017.) One may even choose a subculture that they identify with and then adopt that music
taste. The phrase ‘guilty pleasure’ is common currency among music listeners: there are songs one is
‘supposed’ to like and ones that are out-of-hand rejected. Perhaps this societal pressure, too, is a
reason why individuals do not always identify as liking classical music – even while their favorite
movies are enhanced using this medium.
Allow me to go on a tangent for a little while. There are ways to be more welcoming to individuals
and allow them to identify with the subculture that inevitably arises among classical music lovers.
This dimension is important, because without creating an atmosphere of inclusivity, people will
eschew concert-going in the first place, rendering the entire research to be laid out here a waste of
time. Another dimension is familiarity – to be later explored in this research in chapter 3 – people go
to concerts expecting to hear something they will enjoy. Perhaps the introductions which will form
the base of this research can also be published online or elsewhere as a kind of preview, allowing an
audience to familiarize themselves with the performance and increasing the likelihood of their
attending the concert.
Once an audience has found its way into a concert setting, there are a few ways to be more inviting.
It is important not ridicule others for their taste, or be overly strict with certain rules. (Music, after
all, is all about enjoying oneself; at least, that is what I subscribe to.) Then, it is important to give
audiences a grip on what is happening by trying to understand where it is they are coming from.
That is a more nebulous undertaking, as – in accordance with my earlier statements – an audience is
not a monolith; probably especially not now, given so many options to choose from in music,
personality and life. The kind of attunement and slow introduction needed for individual
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appreciation is a process and would have to be highly personalized, as each individual has a different
musical and personal background. A concert is not a process though; it is a momentary situation.
What, then, is a framework that would work in a one-off concert setting? When telling a joke, it
behooves the joker to know whether their audience is actually familiar with their setup. After all,
explaining a joke after the fact is not funny. Explaining some background beforehand, in my opinion
is an approach that could work. In a similar vein, classical musicians are increasingly explaining the
music they are playing using words. However, because music is not a directly linguistic domain
(although some, such as Adorno in 1993, argue it has some similar features to language), listening to
a lecture about background information may or may not entice the audience to listen in a more
involved manner.
Moreover, the practice of explaining what one is doing seems to hearken back to a classroom
situation. To be clear: not the storytelling situation earlier referenced in the beginning of this
section, but a more didactic and explicitly educational setup. This more intellectual approach will
assumedly not be universally relatable, as an audience may come to a concert to enjoy the music as
opposed to hearing a lecture about it.
Another approach to speaking would be to tell the audience a personal story about why the
performer enjoys the piece they are playing, how they went about studying it, a personal anecdote,
etcetera. This is an attempt to emotionally connect with the audience, establish rapport and possibly
create a kind of equality on a human level – depending on the persona that the performer wants to
achieve on stage. This seems, at least on surface level, a more promising approach for an audience
that is less familiar with classical music.
Still, going back to the remark that music is not note-for-note translatable to spoken language, it
may be prudent to re-examine the current methods of introduction; for an introduction should, in
my view, also function as a meaningful transition into listening to music in a way that more directly
relates to it. In order to give a few positive statements about what this research will examine, I will
ask a few more ontological questions first. The following answers are my own and will vary from
artist to artist.
2. Definitions and research aim
What, indeed, is the goal of a concert? That, of course, depends on the focus of the performer and
the audience, and perhaps also those programming it. In my case, I want to bring the audience into
an experience where they are able to listen to the music being presented as an entity in itself,
without extra theatrical or interdisciplinary elements – while these can interact in a meaningful way
with a performance, I prefer to hear the music as is. The kind of experience I am interested in entails
a personal connection to the music and myself as a performer resulting in an immersive experience
that simultaneously enables a heightened form of attention to the music.
But what is the purpose of music? As lightly touched upon in the past paragraphs, I view the purpose
of music as being a primarily aesthetic and subjectively enjoyable performative art form, similarly to
the musings of Kohut and Levarie in 1950 (admittedly, unlike these authors, I do not agree that
music has to be primarily tonal to achieve this purpose). While music certainly has the potential to
change society and be a political force, this is not what I prefer to pursue for this kind of research. I
feel that crossovers and broader artistic or political engagement are more along the lines of musical
theater, or performance art, which ought to have their own time and place. My wish is for the
current classical concert to morph into an art form where the silence and visual clarity that I feel are
needed to appreciate the music stay intact. (This does not mean I am not interested in new venues,
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different approaches in seating and performing, changing up how people clap in concerts, etcetera.
But this is not the purpose of this particular research.)
Going along with this line, I also feel introductions should be non-invasive and very pertinent to the
matter at hand. As I have previously established that mere words do not always convey the meaning
in music and may or may not actually help an audience to sensorily experience music, I am more
interested in presenting auditory fragments before playing a piece. In this way, I hope to add a more
experientially- and sensorily-based form of introduction that provides a contrast to the more
traditional, didactic, practice of a text-based intellectual and historical approach. My purpose in this
research is to establish a few options in sonically introducing pieces and then make an informed
choice as to introducing the pieces for my final exam recital.
To make good choices, I must also know their effect on the experience of the concert. An effective
introduction will allow or (concurrently) enable to an audience to step into the sensory and
multilevel experience that is listening to music. I will now explore a few different pathways to music
appreciation, attention, personality and spatiality that I found relevant in various literature.
3. Angles in the literature
Music appreciation: possible starting points and paradigms for relating to music
A. Psychosocial approach, Rentfrow et al., 2017. (‘The structure of musical preferences: a fivefactor model.’)
An individual’s taste in music seems to be very much informed by their personality and social groups,
according to this framework study, which also offered a meta analysis. Distinctions made in this
research were vocal as opposed to instrumental music, fast vs. slow music, loud vs. soft music; all of
which are linked to different personality traits, from neuroticism to extraversion and everything in
between. Also, some people listen to music that evokes emotions such as happiness or anger; or
exudes toughness or sophistication – to name just a few of these.
Some studies are cited as showing music taste, especially among young people, to result in subcultures where the ‘stereotypical fan’ will exhibit certain behaviors characteristic of personality traits
associated with these. Because of that, someone (maybe more likely an outsider) will listen to that
genre with this kind of personality in mind. The research went on to study musical preferences and
map each song or piece they played to participants in different emotional, psychological and musical
categories – a very interesting and thought-provoking choice. After trying to take out these more
psychosocial parameters, this resulted in a preference framework for music: the MUSIC factors.
My research will try to keep in mind these differences in psychology and social grounding among
different participants.
B. Consonance and dissonance, McPherson et al., 2020. (‘Perceptual fusion of musical notes by
native Amazonians suggests universal representation of musical intervals.’)
An individual’s preference in music is also very much influenced by where they grew up. This is the
conclusion of a study published in Nature which surveyed both Westerners and native Amazonians,
asking them to listen to a variety of different intervals (two notes sounded concurrently). There are
some more universal constructs in music, such as the harmonic series (which is the full series of
notes sympathetically vibrating through the playing of one note), which do allow for some common
currency among music cultures. Sometimes intervals expressible as an integer in this series, such as
1:2 (an octave, C to C) were less well-distinguished by participants as containing two notes as
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opposed to one; a reflection of the ubiquity of said harmonic series. The typically classical-music
concept of consonance (euphony or relaxation) versus dissonance (cacophony or tension) was
recognized also. Still, a preference for consonance over dissonance is not a universally shared one:
the Amazonians surveyed seemed to experience every interval (whether stereotypically consonant
or stereotypically dissonant) as more or less equally pleasant.
Be that as it may, for Western audiences the continuum of consonance-dissonance did make a
difference: more consonant sounds were perceived as being more pleasant. However, the
researchers discovered that ‘the extent to which consonance preferences in Westerners can be fully
predicted by similarity to the harmonic series is unknown’. Odds are, most people will perceive an
octave, fifth, and fourth as being consonant. Still, individual Westerners were shown to have
different perceptions as to whether certain intervals were consonant or dissonant. This also ties in to
my anecdotal experiences as a piano teacher. This study shows yet again how complicated musical
preferences really are.
Also, the study just cited may indicate that my research should focus mainly on introducing the lessaccessible pieces (in terms of consonance-dissonance), or that introductions should contain mainly
consonant or even tonal elements. Whether this is borne out by the results or not will become
apparent later.
C. Mere exposure effect, Green, 2007. (‘To know it is to love it?: A Psychological Discussion of
the Mere Exposure and Satiation Effects in Music Listening.’)
Going back to the acquisition of preference, an interesting phenomenon in psychology is the mere
exposure effect, where an individual will perceive a stimulus as pleasant for the mere reason of
experiencing it more often. Anders Christian Green, a Danish lecturer, explores the different
research conducted in this area specifically as it relates to music in To Know it is to Love it? (For
those interested in a succinct and personable article on musical preferences, I highly recommend the
first two chapters of this article; see the References for the link.)
As Green points out, and becomes clear later in the article, there is also an equally interesting and
opposite reaction called the satiation, or sometimes even boredom, effect: ‘something can in fact
become too likable, entailing a drop in likeability’. In some research, this has indeed been observed
after ’10 or 20 repetitions’, Green says. Peretz et al., an example of a music-specific study, did not
observe this. However, Szpunar et al., another specific study, did. Green goes on to further
contextualize these findings using the concepts of arousal, expectancy, and philosophy of aesthetics.
For my research, the study cited may indicate that introductions in general are welcome, so long as a
participant has not heard a work very often yet, as they may enhance the pleasurable effect just
explained. Also, in my survey later on, a question regarding how often a work has been heard before
is a partial attempt at gauging this kind of effect. Getting a sense of a participant’s background is
very important, because prior knowledge of pieces or the typical harmonies underlying a genre
(among other aspects) will undoubtedly make a marked difference in an individual’s perception.
Attention/music appreciation: How music is understood or processed, Baker, 2007. (‘Music moves
brain to pay attention, Stanford study finds’.)
Having established some basic parameters relating to music appreciation, it is now time to
understand how music is appreciated in a concert setting. Whether or not the reader subscribes to
scientific materialism in the context of psychology (that is, to put it bluntly, the idea that all cognition
and emotional states arise from the brain), measuring brain activity with an MRI is one of the most
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readily turned-to forms of cognitive and emotional assessment. Menon et al. therefore used this
metric – to be more specific, an fMRI – in conducting a study for Stanford to see what areas of the
brain are involved in attentiveness during musical performance. (The article referenced here was
written by a journalist for the institute.)
Interestingly, brain activity related to ‘paying attention, making predictions and updating the event
in memory’ was greatest at transition points between movements. In my own view, this seems to
indicate that a participant’s attention will be greatest at transition points. Perhaps, the implicit
identification of these kinds of moments before the piece proper, in the form of a more structurallyoriented introduction, could aid this kind of attentiveness and processing. Also – and more
peripherally in terms of this research’s focus – the use of silence in between introductions and
pieces could contribute to this as well.
Attention/personality: How lecturers engage with students, Bradbury, 2016. (‘Attention span during
lectures: 8 seconds, 10 minutes, or more?’)
Speaking of attentiveness, a more broadly relatable situation would be the classroom setting, with a
lecturer teaching a group of students. In a way, this is also similar to a performance: a lecturer has a
message to relay to their audience, and wants the audience to be attentive to that message. How
can a lecturer ensure such an attention state? Contrary to popular anecdote, Bradbury asserts there
is no such thing as a specific attention timespan or generally decreasing attention span in individuals
(even though recent smartphone usage could induce the latter state, Wilmer et al. 2017). He
analyses several different research papers in order to come to this conclusion.
What, then, would be a reason that an audience (or in this case, a classroom) would not be
spellbound by its performer? ‘Differences in attention appeared to be related to individual lecturers’
teaching styles and not related to the student’s individual abilities to remain attentive’. (For my
research, this would fall under ‘personality’, more specifically the personality of the performer.)
Also, students were explained by studies cited as not being inattentive, but having their ‘attention
directed toward [other] things’, when distracted. (For my research, this translated into wording the
survey in similar terms.) Similarly to Baker’s article referenced in the previous section, Bradbury
places importance on changes: these draw an audience’s attention.
Some more personal factors also surfaced. Quite cogently, this article (written in 2016) places
importance on live teaching – in the case of my research, live performance. ‘What is different … is
the emotional buy-in. Certainly books, or even videos, can be excellent media for conveying content,
but a live teacher can inspire a student to think more about a subject and delve deeper into content
than can be achieved by passive media alone.’ Bradbury places more emphasis on ‘passion for the
subject’ than ‘charisma’; even still, he finds that the latter element ‘helps’.
For my research, I therefore placed importance on trying to perform live. In the end, I also
experimented on social media in order to target a broader base, as can be read about later on. Apart
from that, I did not really go into the style of performance or personality so much, except to include
it as a factor in the surveys and interviews I conducted. I felt that this had more to do with the
holistic performance and not just the introductions. However, performance style and personality are
factors that warrant their own research, as they might indeed be the key to inspiring a new audience
to listen to classical music live.
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Personality: How performers are judged on stage, Kageyama, 2017. (‘Does Style Really Trump
Substance?’)
Going off of a situation more directly related to my research, Kageyama has an interesting analytic
opinion about a musical performance study conducted by Tsay. Tsay published a study where she
had both non-musicians and musicians analyze performances for competitions; the participants
were asked to identify the competition winners. To help them do this, they watched, listen to, or
both watched and listened to the different performances from a past competition. Very strikingly,
the most accurate rating was found with participants merely watching a performance; watching and
listening was worse, with listening being the least accurate.
Contrary to the journals Kageyama alludes to (which imply that there is a visual hegemony in concert
appreciation and the audio is what truly matters), he asserts that this difference has to do with
personality. Kageyama’s arguments are that at this level, there are fewer differences in quality of
playing (even while interpretation may differ more greatly), and the most distinguishing feature in a
performance is the personality a performer displays on stage. I find this a interesting addition to the
discourse. While I, too, prefer more focus on the auditory, it is evident that visuals are also
important; and then working on your stage persona is a more positive and proactive way to target
these, as opposed to echoing Cicero’s words about the times and the morals (in this context, to say
that we are living in overly visually-oriented times).
This, like the previous study relating to attention and personality, ties more into the background of
my research than that I have chosen to target it explicitly; still, it merits future exploration.
Spatiality: Spatial Presence Experience Scale, Hartmann et al., 2015
After personality, there are also more object-oriented or abstract concepts related to the concert
experience. For me personally, one of the most important of these is feeling ‘out of this world’, a
concept often encapsulated in the word ‘immersion’. In the literature, the word ‘immersion’ seems
more linked to interactive experiences such as virtual reality and first-person games – hence the use
of the term ‘spatiality’, which is related more broadly, even to books, according the study here cited.
For spatial presence to occur, the audience member needs to have a ‘mental model of the space
depicted by a media offering’. In other words, the person is relating the performance to some kind
of space, whether here or elsewhere. Then, the person needs to feel that they are in the same space
with the performance. This spatiality is admittedly not limited to a kind of ‘out of this world’ feeling
which was just referenced, but could extend to being in any place; whether in the actual physical
world with its concrete location, or some other locality.
Interestingly, another connection between research concepts is found here: spatiality requires an
attentive state according to Hartmann. For an example of this, see S3 in the survey results of my
research.
The researchers here go on to establish a shortlist of yes/no statements to be used in spatiallyoriented research, some of which are used in my research’s survey later on. I used some of the
questions about self-location; the questions related to active participation were less relevant as far
as I was concerned, as the desired concert experience I earlier described does not involve any overt
participation.
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4. Possible approaches
Drawing from the literature just outlined, there are several possible approaches as it relates to my
introducing the music I will play. As explored earlier, I feel that the most pertinent way would be
playing excerpts of the music itself. I have chosen not to give a more generalist introduction to the
sonorities of the instrument, but to play sounds extracted from the pieces themselves. Also,
although I just wrote about the topics of personality and spatiality, I have chosen to see these more
as being influenced by the way I perform than what I perform. To introduce my personal concept, I
will start by exploring the most obvious possibilities informed by the literature previously
referenced.
For one, pursuant to the earlier explored Western attitudes towards consonance and dissonance, it
could be a good idea to allow the audience to experience the more consonant elements of a
composition first in order to avoid out-hand rejection of more dissonant pieces. This would take the
form of playing the most important melodies within pieces. There are both pros and cons to such an
approach. On the one hand, it would be very easy to listen to these melodies, and the performer
would have an easy time and likely not be distracted by having to play these first. At the same time,
one could argue that such an approach has been carried out before in didactic situations, and that
that is not without reason because this approach is so didactic. Also, and perhaps more importantly,
the harmonic context of the piece is lost.
Going to the other extreme, one could play the chords underlying the piece’s harmonic progression.
This, too, should be an easy way for a performer to both warm up and introduce a piece. It could
prepare an audience well for a piece in exposing them to dissonance before-the-fact, allowing them
to process this better. Also, it would allow them to get a tonal feeling for the piece, and it has the
advantage of being inherently brief. However, this chordal approach seems similar to reading out
mathematical equations without context: an average audience is more familiar with the concept of
melody than the intricacies of several tones being played together. Perhaps, though, with slower
playing and more repetition, this could allow an audience to be able to better relate to the sound
colors that emanate from different harmonies throughout the piece.
In terms of linking both harmony and melody, it could be interesting to improvise some kind of
soundscape linking different pieces together. This would be a vast undertaking though, and is
something I prefer not to develop now as there is a lot on the line for my final exam recital. This kind
of approach necessitates both incredible focus in the moment and a certain melodic and harmonic
finesse – I do not feel quite so comfortable about my improvisatory skills as to subject them to jury
deconstruction. It might prove to be an interesting approach in the future, though.
Another approach, more informed by the Stanford study referenced before (chapter 3,
‘Attention/music appreciation’), would be to emphasize the structural changes within a piece and
play fragments of each new larger phrase. This has the advantage of being a rather faithful summary
of a piece, faithfulness stereotypically being a great virtue in classical musicians. Also, if effectively
carried out, it should present an audience with a partial replica of a piece – perhaps even inducing a
minor version of the mere exposure effect referred to in 3.C. This structural approach is the
approach I ended up using for much of the experimentation in my research.
5. Experiment setup
As stated before, the goal in this research is to establish an introduction paradigm for my final exam
recital. To this end, I planned to have a kind of try-out which resembled that concert situation, and
then ask questions about the introductions used and their efficacy. For that, I needed to know what I
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wished to ask and if the questions themselves and the approach were clear. I also wanted a live
situation so as to better approach a live concert situation, the viewpoint for this research. As a
result, I played one of the pieces along with one introduction for two different fellow students, a
necessity during this pandemic. However, I asked some Bachelor students to be respondents, as they
might be less familiar with the broader piano repertoire: the pieces in my recital program are wellknown by connoisseurs of the composers included, but not always by those more interested in other
composers.
The piece I chose for this experiment was Ravel’s Noctuelles from the cycle Miroirs – the latter I will
play in its entirety during my final exam recital. I chose this piece from the cycle because it contains
an abundance of musical lines, phrases and characters; and could be quite unintelligible to an
audience without some prior exposure. Even the music students I was surveying might well not have
known the piece, and I also know that many students – myself included – do not start out their
studies appreciating and/or understanding this kind of music.
In terms of the introduction used, I chose to play more or less the same fragments in the first two
experiments. I say ‘more or less’ because I decided to read from the score the first time around, an
approach which ended up being less than successful. As a result, I ended up choosing to write up my
exact fragments in music notation the second time around. I tried to summarize the piece in a way
that also flowed well from fragment to fragment, and included each important motif at least once.
Where a recurrence of the motif was hardly intelligible as such by someone less familiar with the
particular piece, I made sure to include that recurrence. My aim was to make the introduction ‘as
simple as possible, but not simpler’. For purposes of comparison, Noctuelles, the original piece, is in
the public domain and easily accessible via internet. The fragments themselves are as follows:
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At the start of the experiment, a little explanation was necessary. I made sure to keep speaking to a
minimum so as not to suggest the outcome I was looking for and priming my respondents that way.
Before playing, I said I would introduce the piece with some fragments and told the participant to
enjoy the music or just relax. This was an attempt to help the respondents relate to the music on a
more aesthetic and sensory level, in a way they would hopefully also do during a concert. The live
participants were all music students due to pandemic constraints, and as will come up later in this
research, some music students (or at least pianists) are involved in music in a quite cognitive way.
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Also, the fact that a performance is for research of course triggers different associations than just
going to a concert.
The goal in playing the fragments from the pieces was to help an audience better relate to the music
they were hearing. For that, I made sure to ask several questions about personality (as some want to
experience music in a personal way) and spatiality (as some, including myself, like to be transported
to a different place). Questions about music appreciation (to gauge the background) and attention
(another pathway to experiencing music) were also featured. To allow for some personal feedback,
and differing opinions as to goals in concerts to the one outlined in 1. Background, I included a
question about what the participant felt or experienced.
Questions, version 1
Was the piece new to you? [music appreciation]
Did you feel like you could focus on the music? [attention]
What did the music make you feel? [personal input. also relates to personality/spatiality]
Did you feel present? [spatiality] (adapted from SPES SL4, Hartmann et al., 2015)
Did you experience the performance as a different place? [spatiality] (adapted from SPES SL5,
Hartmann et al.)
Did you feel like something was happening around you? [spatiality] (adapted from SPES SL6,
Hartmann et al.)
Did you feel a connection to the music and to me as a performer? [personality]
Did you feel that hearing the fragments helped you? [personal input]
What else do you want to say? Would you change anything? [personal input]
After each experiment, I further clarified the questions that were less well understood by the
participant, and also those that I found wanting in specificity. The next version of the questions will
appear as the end result of the first experiment.
I also experimented with playing. First, I tried reading from the score, but this was not so successful
and so I ended up writing out the fragments in music notation. I wanted to play the introductions
live as I thought this would create more of a personal connection (going back to the concept of
personality). This approach continued in the tryout, but was alternated by introductions via
loudspeaker which would be more convenient for me as a performer.
6. Experiment results
Experiment 1
Now for the results of the experiments. The first respondent was familiar with the piece being
played, although they had not heard it live before. They self-reported as being able to focus on the
music. They likened it to a painting by Monet, and also to a dream that fluctuated between a kind of
smooth atmosphere conjuring up the idea of childhood and a bad dream. This dream was ‘not
natural’.
In terms of presence, the respondent said ‘yeah’, they were ‘here in the room’ (my elaboration).
They felt they were 90% present in reality (as opposed to in an imagined other world). To the
question about something happening around you, they felt the music was ‘not expected’ because
they couldn’t anticipate what was going to happen next and so they felt like an ‘explorer’.
When asked about feeling a connection to the piece and me as a performer, the respondent said:
‘you know it very well, this piece. You know the atmosphere, you know how to make … the sound’.
They told me that my knowing this piece made it possible for them to have a connection to it.
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To the question about whether the fragments at the beginning were helpful, the participant said
‘yeah’, it showed them ‘a bit from the atmosphere’ and ‘what [was] happening’. (Please note that I
am on personal footing with most of the respondents in this research; there may be an element of
social assimilation here.)
In terms of individual input, the respondent seemed to want a well-linked piece introduction: ‘in the
switching, sometimes for me it was … cutting’ and they preferred ‘a switch [from] dream to dream’.
Not all the questions were very clear and most needed more explanation. Even still, instead of
simplifying the questions, after the first experiment, I mainly focused on being more specific in my
line of questioning. In the case of ‘focus’, it seemed a too cognitively-oriented question and
‘attention’ better captured the sensory processes also (or even mainly, depending on personality)
involved in experiencing a concert. Because many relate listening to music to emotions, I had used
the word ‘feel’ the first time around; but I personally relate more to the word ‘experience’ and feel it
is a more neutral word. I did keep the ‘feeling’ in the question so that both angles would be wellserved. I also omitted the question about ‘things happening’ as this seemed to be a question more
oriented towards first-person performative actions such as gaming, and the only dimension I was
interested in within the question had to do with the place of the performance. This resulted in the
following list of questions:
Questions, version 2
Was the piece new to you?
Did you feel like you could give your full attention to the music?
What did you experience or feel while listening to the music?
Did you feel present?
Did you experience the performance as if you had stepped into a different place?
Did you feel a connection to the music and to me as a performer?
Did you feel that hearing the fragments helped you?
What else do you want to add? Would you change anything?
Experiment 2
The second respondent had not heard the piece before. They, too, self-reported as being able to
give their full attention to the music. When asked about their experience they said ‘I created some
images in my head … because … there were different sections with completely different textures
which … were very contrasting’.
The question about being present resulted in a confusion not dissimilar from that of the first
respondent. When I rephrased it as ‘Did you feel like you were here?’ it was answered with an
affirmative ‘yes’. The respondent agreed that they experienced the performance as a different place:
‘like if I would be following a story’.
The question about connection, when clarified as ‘Like I was playing for you? Like the performance
was there for you?’ was answered with ‘Yeah, yeah I think so. Like … if you would be telling me a
story. … So in a way, yes.’
To the question whether hearing the fragments before the piece helped them they said ‘Yes,
because then I knew what I was expecting. … It was short, but … it somehow gave me an idea of
what was going to come, what was going to happen.’.
When asked for some personal input, the respondent said (as would become reflective of more
musician audience members) that they would have liked to know ‘why’ I showed the fragments of
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the piece. ‘I like the idea … [But] I mean, why not go direct to the piece?’ I explained that ‘I’m just
trying out … listening to a piece without talking so much, because a lot of introductions are a lot of
talking’. The respondent seemed to understand and said ‘maybe you just say … [it’s] just to show
you … how [it’s] going to be’: ‘If you explain that [the] point is just to give an [introduction], then I
think [it’s] more clear for the audience.’
I changed the wordings of the questions about presence and connection or personality, and ended
up with the following basic version, off of which I would base my later survey:
Questions, version 3
Was the piece new to you?
Did you feel like you could give your full attention to the music?
What did you experience or feel while listening to the music?
Did you feel like you were here in the room?
Did you experience the performance as if you had stepped into a different place?
Did you feel like I was playing the music to you personally?
Did you feel that hearing the fragments helped you?
7. Try-out setup
After the experiments just laid-out, I wanted to test the concept out on an audience in a situation
similar to a concert, hence the use of the word ‘try-out’. Having tested all the necessary questions,
and with the use of experiment respondents’ input, I was ready to make a survey. I also added some
personal input: I tried to think of all the possible modes of introduction one might prefer and used
those as options for change. (The questions about the participant’s experience were meant to help
me differentiate between the approaches best suited to each piece, and also to get a feeling for
their personal ideal concert experience and musical background, also across the different genres
which will be referred to after the survey.)
The survey ended up being as follows:
Piece 1:
Check one of the following:
Before today, I
☐never heard the piece before.
☐heard fragments of the piece.
☐heard the piece once or twice.
☐heard the piece more often.
I was
☐able to give the music my full attention.
☐slightly distracted.
☐mostly occupied with other thoughts.
Check all that apply:
I felt/experienced
☐as if in a dream.
☐like being told a story.
☐different images.
Something else:
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Circle Yes/No:
I felt like I was here in the room (0.05/Reulandzaal) [the place I performed]. Yes / No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes / No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes / No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes / No [not
applicable for all of the pieces, so I would have done better to leave these two questions out
where not applicable]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes / No
More remarks (optional):
[the questions under ‘Piece 1’ were repeated for all four pieces]
Last questions
Please answer the following after having heard all four pieces:
I preferred: (write 1 for your favorite, 2 for your second favorite, 3 for your least favorite)
…the piece played without an introduction
…the piece played with the introduction played back over the speakers
…the piece played with the introduction played live
Circle Yes/No:
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. Yes / No
Make the introduction longer. Yes / No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, historical context. Yes / No
Add a spoken personal story about the music. Yes / No
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes / No
Play the most important chord progressions. Yes / No
Something else: Yes / No [the Y/N is a typo; it should have just been blank here]
Any last thoughts? (feel free to go on on the other blank side of the page)
The past experiments were conducted in a room at the conservatory in Zwolle that had a grand
piano; this one was done in a hall there with a concert-like setup, in an attempt to more closely
replicate the conditions of my eventual final exam recital. As to pieces; my exam program contains
roughly two musical genres, to put it in black-and-white terms: Romanticism (first two pieces) and
Impressionism/quasi-20th century composition (last two pieces). I offered one piece per genre with
and one without introductions. I decided to have the pieces by Beethoven and de Jager as the pieces
without an introduction because of their durchkomponiert structure – these compositions build
mainly on one motif; and in my opinion, these compositions do that more than the other pieces.
Apart from these pieces with a live introduction and no introduction, I tested an introduction over
loudspeaker for a piece that I was less comfortable ‘summarizing’ (i.e. playing fragments of) live. This
was expeditious but also a useful way to compare live fragments to recorded ones.
I had the luxury of already being able to play much of my program; within that I decided to try to
find the pieces most representative of their larger piece (and that allowed for a natural transition
between pieces) to construct a program of around 30 minutes, excluding the short explanation and
the filling-out of the survey. This longer program would make it more worth their while for the
participants, as they would basically hearing a short concert. At the same time, the program needed
to be short enough to accommodate my stage with the pieces (the experiment took place on April
19th); and also for an audience to be able to easily digest the experience, and be able to go on with
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their other daily activities – a well-proportioned time allotment would hopefully also mean more
readiness to participate in the experiment.
These parameters resulted in the following program:
Beethoven Bagatelles op. 126 nos. 1, 2, and 6 – without introduction
Schumann Waldszenen (Forest Scenes) nos. 1, 2, 5 and 9 – live introduction
Ravel Miroirs (Mirrors): Noctuelles (Moths) and Une barque sur l’océan (A Boat on the Ocean)
– introduction over loudspeaker
de Jager [new piece] Hexagon: no. 1 – without introduction
The introductions were basically along the lines of the one in the experiment which was shown
earlier in this paper. They were however briefer as I decided to keep the introductions at a maximum
of 10-20% piece length; because while 15 minutes interspersed introduction within a recital of 75
minutes of music should be tolerable, much more than that would surely be excessive. Also, a
limited time allotted to introductions would mean a better timeframe: the jury listening to this exam
also has several other exams to attend to on the same day.
The kind of timing outlined would of course operate under the assumption that these kinds of
fragments would be heard at the concert itself, each set of fragments preceding the larger piece that
contains those fragments. Another assumption it relies on is that merely summarizing the first of a
cycle of pieces would not be enough; more about this later. The notated introductions can be
referenced in Appendix E: Try-out fragments.
The respondents were invited personally by me via WhatsApp message or in person. I did not send
participants a reminder. Some canceled on the day of the try-out. Also, a number of the participants
forgot about the appointment entirely, for which quite a few later apologized. I found that, indeed,
the participants who did attend were mostly those I had closer contact with. In that way, I found my
approach of mostly asking people I personally knew well to be a good one. (Also, a number of those
in attendance seemed to have a better track record of keeping up with their appointments.)
Before playing, I told the participants which work I would play along with the English translation,
where appropriate. In the case of the piece by de Jager, I ended up providing some background
information about my own story with the piece, which may not have been very good for isolating the
sound fragment experience from the more traditional spoken introduction. (However, I was
intuitively attempting to bridge the difference in cognizability between this and the other, more
historic pieces.) On hindsight, just including the piece titles on the sheet would probably have been
better, although less personal. As the participants did not know why I chose such sparse spoken
introductions for the most part, there was some confusion about this, which will come up in the
interview results (I had a group interview afterwards, for those interested and able to attend).
8. Try-out results: Survey results: A. Generalities
During the concert, there was some limited time given in between pieces for respondents to fill out
the physical surveys. (Sometimes not much time was given; I was more focused on the performance
itself.) The fact that participants knew the questions being asked after having heard the first piece
may have made their answers different from then on, through both foreknowledge and different
self-evaluation. I will now analyze the answers. Because of a considerable divergence in the answers
given, an inherently very subjective topic (namely that of concert experience), and a small number of
respondents, I will treat each filled-out survey as its own entity. First, though, I will start with some
basic findings across surveys.
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Of the pieces, the Schumann and Ravel were best-known, after that came Beethoven, and – of
course – no one knew the specially-composed piece by de Jager.
Looking at the surveys, it seems that each respondent had a different connection (for lack of a better
word) to each piece, and that might have led to the different attention states, which varied slightly.
However, most participants were quite attentive. The different connection to pieces also seemed to
come out in the question about whether the participant felt the piece was being played to them
personally. These answers varied between participants even with the same piece; possibly also due
to differences in personality, their personal definition of personality, or their desired experience in a
concert. Probably due to the anonymity of the survey, the participants dared to say ‘no’ to that
question; as opposed to in the experiments preceding the try-out, where ‘yes’ was answered in both
cases. (This could also be due to the choice of piece, however.)
The experience or feeling of the participants during the pieces were mostly answered to with the
options given (‘as if in a dream’, ‘like being told a story’, ‘different images’) with only a few extra
written-in answers: ‘one image ever so slightly changing’, ‘geometrical figures in motion’, ‘I
reminded me to Scriabin’ [all for de Jager, each answer by a different respondent], ‘natural
elements’ [for Ravel]. Perhaps these extra write-ins were inspired by the fact that the pieces
mentioned were more picturesque, more abstract, or less well-known; there are many possible
conclusions here.
One conclusion that can be drawn – albeit with some care due to the aforementioned small sample
size – is that, depending on the participant, they mostly preferred either a live introduction or no
introduction. The speaker introduction was the least favorite for almost all respondents. This was
probably also because there were some technical difficulties, meaning there was a waiting time
between piece and fragments to get the audio working, and the start of that presentation was
abrupt. (One participant alluded to this.) Also, and perhaps more importantly, the sound on the
speakers was very soft and therefore found lacking. (Another participant mentioned this also.)
The report on efficacy of the introductions also varied from respondent to respondent, although
they were often seen as helpful. Also, it seems that the fragments given mostly had little to no
bearing on the valuation of the piece and the attention given to it. The self-evaluation of spatiality
also varied widely from participant to participant.
In terms of the suggested checkable changes; there was no clear consensus on making the
introduction either shorter or longer, or the same length. (One participant wrote in: [longer] ‘but not
much longer, just 2-3 sentences, would make it more personal’.) Here it is important to note that the
use of the word ‘introduction’ was meant by me as comprising the fragments, not the short
summing-up of the piece titles; however, this may have been lost on the participants in hindsight.
Some participants wanted more speaking about the piece, composer, and historical context; but that
was not the case for everyone. The same goes for adding a spoken story about the music; and
introducing specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talking shortly about them. The
participants were united in one respect, though: none wanted me to play the most important chord
progressions. The one written-in addition to the format suggested: ‘if you combine a short
introduction on the speakers with the live introduction, would be best’.
Another interesting finding was that several participants found the try-out unclear. I had tried not to
explain too much, in order not to suggest the answers I hoped to obtain. However, this was a bit
uncomfortable for an audience consisting of classical music students.
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I will now analyze each survey, trying to account for differences in personality and taste in order to
better understand the six participants.
A. S1 (Survey 1), see also Appendix E: Try-out survey results [I will refer to each participant by
the survey number]
S1 had never heard the Beethoven, Schumann or de Jager before. They had heard the Ravel once or
twice, though. In terms of attention state, they started out slightly distracted during Beethoven, and
after that were fully attentive to the other pieces.
Beethoven and Schumann made them feel like being told a story and made them experience
different images. Ravel made them feel as if in a dream and like being told a story. de Jager made
them feel as if in a dream and experience ‘one image ever so slightly changing’.
In terms of spatiality, they felt present in the room for Beethoven and Schumann; and not-present
for Ravel and de Jager – they also experienced the last two as having the performance in a different
place, as opposed to the former two.
For Beethoven, they felt the music was not being played to them personally; as opposed to
Schumann, Ravel and de Jager. In the extra remarks after the questions about the Schumann, they
explained: ‘It seemed to take you awhile to get into the music and feel comfortable, but once you
did, it felt much more personal’. In the same slot for de Jager, they wrote ‘very personal, the most
out of all the pieces’.
They answered the questions about the fragments universally positively: the fragments both helped
give them an idea of what was going to be played, and there was a natural flow from the fragments
to the pieces themselves.
In terms of favorite forms of introduction, they preferred the piece played with the introduction
played live, followed by the introduction over speaker. Their least favorite was the pieces played
without an introduction. The suggested changes they chose were to make the introduction longer,
writing in ‘but not much longer, just 2-3 sentences, would make it more personal’. They would: add
more speaking about the piece, the composer, historical context; add a spoken personal story about
the music; introduce specific motifs in the piece and talk shortly about them; and wrote in ‘if you
combine a short introduction on the speakers with the live introduction, would be best’.
My interpretation of this data is that S1 felt most personally involved and attentive when they
reported me as having ‘[got] into the music and [feeling] comfortable’. The fact that they further
elaborated on this seemed to indicate they preferred performances to be personal; either that, or
they wanted to be helpful. According to the participant, the Romantic repertoire had more of a
storytelling and imaging character, whereas the Impressionist/quasi-20th century repertoire was
more dreamy, while retaining the imagery – although de Jager had ‘one image ever so slightly
changing’. In terms of spatiality, this was again closely related to genre: the Romantic repertoire was
‘in the room’ whereas the Impressionist/quasi-20th century repertoire was in a ‘different place’; S1
seemed to manage to ‘travel along’ with both experiences as she was either ‘in the room’ during the
Romantic pieces or not ‘in the room’ during the Impressionist/quasi-20th century pieces. In terms of
introductions, this participant preferred having them, and speaking more to the audience. With the
write-in earlier referenced, they probably meant that recording the fragments beforehand and
speaking about the piece and my personal story live was their preference.
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B. S2
S2 had never heard the Beethoven or de Jager before. They had heard fragments of the Schumann
and Ravel though. In terms of attention state, they started out slightly distracted during Beethoven,
and after that self-reported as being fully attentive to all the other pieces.
Beethoven made them feel like being told a story; Schumann did the same in addition to making
them experience different images. Ravel made them feel as if in a dream and like being told a story.
de Jager made them experience different images; they also wrote in ‘Geometrical figures in motion’.
This could have been suggested by my naming the programmatic title, though I had done so for the
Ravel and Schumann also – maybe the longer verbal introduction for de Jager gave them more time
to reflect.
In terms of spatiality, they felt universally present in the room and experienced the performance as
not being in a different place. They did not feel like the music was being played to them personally
for any of the pieces. For Schumann, they did not indicate whether the fragments were helpful; they
did however indicate that there was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. (This is
interesting as the interview conducted after the performance seemed to indicate that the
introduction given for the Schumann was inadequate in terms of jarring harmonic jumps; see ‘9. Tryout results: interview results’ for more on this. However, it could be that S2 merely wanted to
indicate that the transition between the end of the fragments and the beginning of the piece flowed
well.) For Ravel, they found the fragments helpful in giving them an idea of what was going to be
played. However, they did not feel the flow between these and the piece to be natural; perhaps
because of the speaker problems referenced in 7. Try-out setup.
In terms of favorite forms of introduction, they preferred the piece played with the introduction
played live, followed by the pieces without an introduction. Their least favorite was the piece played
with the introduction over speaker. They would make the introduction neither longer nor shorter.
They would: add more speaking about the piece, the composer, historical context; add a spoken
personal story about the music; introduce specific motifs in the piece and talk shortly about them.
My interpretation of this data is that S2 did not feel that the music was personally- or spatiallyoriented. Perhaps this also relates to the way they experience music: more in the here-and-now, and
as a separate, objective entity. Or it could have to do with my stage presence. S2 reported all the
pieces except Beethoven as having an imaging character; perhaps this was also because the
Beethoven was the only piece without a clearly programmatic title (although I would scarcely call
‘Hexagon’ by de Jager a vivid name, the participant themselves imagined ‘geometrical figures in
motion’). In terms of introductions, this participant preferred having them live – or not at all,
because they did not prefer the introduction over speaker. They would like more speaking more to
the audience; with more about the piece and its context, a personal story, and speaking about and
playing of motifs.
C. S3
S3 had heard all the pieces before, with the exception of the piece by de Jager; they had heard the
Beethoven only once or twice, though. In terms of attention state, they started out seemingly
alternating between a ‘[fully attentive]’ and ‘slightly distracted’ state during Beethoven: they chose
both of these options. After that, they self-reported as being fully attentive to the other pieces.
Perhaps this kind of attention state was also induced by my personal attention as a performer; see
S1 for more on this.
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Beethoven made them experience different images; Schumann did the same in addition to making
them feel like being told a story. Ravel made them experience different images; they wrote in:
‘/natural elements’. de Jager made them feel as if in a dream and like being told a story.
In terms of spatiality, they felt universally present in the room and mostly experienced the
performance as being in a different place. The latter was excepted by the Beethoven, which they
linked to their attention state with a line, implying that – at least here – their sense of spatiality was
linked to their attention. They felt like each piece was being played to them personally, except for
the Schumann (with both a ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ answer) and quite possibly also for the Beethoven, where
they neither indicated ‘Yes’ nor ‘No’.
When asked about the fragments, they indicated that the fragments for Schumann were not helpful,
but those for Ravel were. The same goes for the flow of these fragments; those for Schumann did
not have a natural flow from them to the piece itself, but those for Ravel did. The observations
about the Schumann are in concert with the interview conducted after the performance, which
seemed to indicate that the introduction given for the Schumann interrupted the natural flow
desired because of its harmonic ‘jumps’; see ‘9. Try-out results: interview results’ for more on this.
Also, the observations about the Ravel are interesting because this piece was preceded by
introductions over speaker, with some technical difficulties explained earlier.
In terms of favorite forms of introduction, S3 preferred the pieces played without an introduction.
No other preferences were given; seemingly indicating that this participant either preferred not to
hear any audio at all before a piece, or that the introductions here given were highly inadequate.
They would make the introduction shorter. They would: add more speaking about the piece, the
composer, historical context; add a spoken personal story about the music; introduce specific motifs
in the piece and talk shortly about them. They indicated both ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ for ‘Something else’,
although not specifying what that would entail.
My interpretation of this data is that S3’s states of attention, reports of personal connection, and
sense of spatiality were quite intertwined. They could be seen as wanting a concert to encompass all
of these dimensions, and could have been influenced in these states by my personal attention.
Interestingly, they saw Ravel as mostly imaging and not so much as a dreamy piece; in contrast to
several other participants. The participant would probably prefer hearing no audio at all before a
piece. However, they would like more speaking more to the audience; with more about the piece
and its context, a personal story, and speaking about and playing of motifs.
D. S4
S4 had heard all the pieces before, except for de Jager; they had heard Ravel and Beethoven only
once or twice. They also reported as having heard fragments of Ravel and Schumann, the latter of
which they said they had heard more often. In terms of attention state, they reported being fully
attentive during Beethoven and Schumann; they were slightly distracted during Ravel (possibly due
to the technical difficulties) and were mostly occupied with other thoughts during de Jager: they
wrote in ‘(sorry, it was a long day)’.
Beethoven made them experience different images. Schumann made them feel as if in a dream.
Ravel made them experience different images. de Jager made them experience ‘something else’;
they wrote in: ‘I reminded me to Scriabin’.
In terms of spatiality, they felt they were not in the room during the Beethoven and de Jager (the
beginning and end of the concert; also the pieces played without an introduction). They felt
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Beethoven and Schumann were played to them personally, but not the Ravel and de Jager. The
introductions for Schumann and Ravel were reported as being both helpful to give them an idea of
what was going to be played, and having a natural flow. (This is interesting as during the interview
some participants did not feel the introduction to Schumann had a good flow, see also 9. Try-out
results: interview results’. However, it could also be that S4 merely wanted to indicate that the
transition between the end of the fragments and the beginning of the piece flowed well.) They
wrote in, after the questions about Ravel: ‘The recording on the TV was way too soft.’ Apart from
that, they wrote in some comments to the effect of the questions about introductions being
irrelevant for the pieces without them, and compliments for the performances of the Beethoven,
Schumann and Ravel pieces (see Appendix E: Try-out survey results for the exact words).
In terms of favorite forms of introduction, they preferred the piece played with the introduction
played live, followed by the pieces without an introduction. Their least favorite was the piece played
with the introduction over speaker. They would make the introduction neither longer nor shorter.
They would: add more speaking about the piece, the composer, historical context; add a spoken
personal story about the music; introduce specific motifs in the piece and talk shortly about them.
They had no further additions.
My interpretation of this data is that S4 had a different combination of experiences, more or less
independent of each other, for each piece. This is because the personal, spatial and attention-based
questions were answered differently per piece. In terms of attention; apart from the fact that the
participant experienced a declining arc towards the end due to the self-report of ‘a long day’, it
could also be true that the participant enjoyed the later pieces less because of their more
contemporary genre. (For this reason, future research may also include ‘I enjoyed listening to the
piece’ or ‘I personally like this kind of music’, etc. as statements.) The reports of spatiality were very
interesting: perhaps this ‘not-thereness’ of the bookends of the concert were because of their lack
of an introduction, or maybe because the concert had not really started yet or was already finished
in their eyes. As to emotions or experiences evoked by the pieces, I do not really have an
explanation for their frame of reference; perhaps the dreaminess of the Schumann was because
they enjoyed the piece and/or it had a more harmonic function, and the Beethoven and Ravel were
more motivic in their approach and so more about ‘different images’. de Jager was related by them
to another composer, Scriabin; it is not exactly clear which kind of experience would be evoked, but
Scriabin is a lyrical, late-Romantic and early-Modernist composer who marries melodic lines with
dissonance (my interpretation). In terms of introductions, this participant preferred having them
live – or not at all, because they did not prefer the introduction over speaker. They would like more
speaking more to the audience; with more about the piece and its context, a personal story, and
speaking about and playing of motifs.
E. S5
S5 had heard the Schumann often, and reported as having heard fragments of Beethoven and Ravel
before; they had not heard de Jager. They alternated between being fully attentive (Beethoven 1
and 2, Schumann, Ravel) and being either slightly distracted (Beethoven 6) or having a state inbetween full attention and slight distraction (de Jager).
Beethoven and de Jager made them feel like being told a story; Schumann also did, in addition to
feeling as if in a dream. Ravel again made them feel as if in a dream, and also made them experience
different images.
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S5 felt the performance was somewhere else for Beethoven, Schumann and Ravel; for de Jager, they
experienced the performance as being in the room. For Ravel and Schumann, they were not ‘in the
room’; but they were in the room during de Jager and Beethoven. For Beethoven, Schumann and de
Jager, they seemed to indicate a kind of in-between state: they experienced the playing as being
neither to them personally nor clearly not to them personally (see Appendix E). For Ravel, they did
feel the piece was being played to them personally.
As to the fragments, S5 felt they couldn’t answer whether they were helpful for the Schumann: ‘As I
know the piece, so not really applicable’, but felt that there was a natural flow (see the other surveys
and the interview for more on the introduction to the Schumann specifically). Ravel again had a
natural flow to the introduction, with the fragments also being helpful according to S5.
In terms of favorite forms of introduction, they preferred the piece played with the introduction
played live, followed by the pieces without an introduction. Their least favorite was the piece played
with the introduction over speaker. They would make the introduction neither longer nor shorter.
They would: introduce specific motifs in the piece and talk shortly about them. They had no further
additions.
My interpretation of the data is that S5, like S4 had a different combination of experiences, more or
less independent of each other, for each piece. This is because the personal, spatial and attentionbased questions were answered differently per piece. Their attention fluctuated, though only
slightly, throughout the concert: they could have been occupied with the events of the day or those
that would follow, or they could have been affected by my apparent state of attentiveness during
the different pieces. In terms of spatiality, the performance was outside of the room for all but de
Jager: perhaps this piece was more difficult to relate to due to its novelty, and that in turn made it
more difficult to be transported to a different place. The more phrase-by-phrase buildup of the
other pieces in comparison to the Ravel might have led those to be more like story-telling; the
harmonic colors of the Schumann and Ravel may have led those to feel dream-like. S5 preferred a
short audio introduction and an accompanying explanation of that introduction, though no
additional speaking – in contrast with the other participants up to now.
F. S6
S6 had heard the Schumann and Ravel several times before, the Beethoven once or twice before,
and had never heard de Jager before. They self-reported as being fully attentive during the
Beethoven and Schumann, but were slightly distracted during Ravel (possibly due to the hiccupy
transition they also mention) and de Jager.
Beethoven and Schumann made them feel like being told a story, Ravel made them experience
different images (similarly to S3), and de Jager made them feel as if in a dream.
S6 felt present in the room for the entirety of the concert and did not feel any of the pieces as taking
place elsewhere (echoing S2). Except for de Jager, they felt the pieces were not being played to them
personally.
When asked about the introductions, S6 did not feel the fragments were either helpful or flowed
well in the case of Schumann; they did not indicate either way for Ravel, and wrote a question mark
after the first of these questions – after the latter piece they wrote: ‘I didn’t understand why the
audio before playing. We weren’t even prepared to listen, was too soon.’ (They quite rightly also
wrote some question marks later on where there were no fragments, and wrote in after the first
piece that these questions should be omitted where there were no fragments.)
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In terms of preference, they preferred the pieces without an introduction, and after that the piece
with the introduction played live. Their least favorite form of introduction was the one played back
over the speakers; they wrote an arrow and ‘now I understand why the audio!’. As to proposed
changes, they would neither make the introduction shorter nor longer, and would not add any extra
speaking either. In other words: just the pieces, nothing else.
My interpretation of the data is that, like S2, S6 seemed to be mainly focused on a concrete image of
the music and not so much the spatial and personal elements. They had only a slight decrease in
attention towards the end; this may have been due to having had a long day or something to that
effect. Interestingly, de Jager was perceived as being played to them personally – perhaps this was
because of the elongated introduction? Or maybe because it was composed specially, or because I
performed it in a more (to them) personal way. The story-telling in the Beethoven and Schumann
may have been due to the more traditionally Romantic line-building in the composition, the imagery
of the Ravel due to the atmospheric harmonies, and the dreaminess of de Jager due to the high and
ethereal notes. The straightforwardness earlier referenced also came out in their preferences as
relates to introductions: they prefer none at all.
9. Try-out results: Interview about introduction methods
After the concert, some of the participants for the survey stayed for a group interview. The interview
started out with moving some chairs, and then one of the participants stating that the experiment
wasn’t quite clear until the end, where they realized I was testing out different introductions. Some
different preferences were outlined.
I2 found it fine to introduce a piece when they didn’t know it before, but did not like the
introduction to Schumann: ‘I wish that you just continue the phrase … instead of … jumping on.’
I3 added: ‘Actually, we can mix between all the type of introduction. You don’t have to put too many
… fragments.’ They suggested ‘very special’ fragments ‘and then you can maybe talk about it’, and
about ‘the background of the piece’. They agreed about the Schumann: ‘My heart! … It’s not
satisfying with this … harmony, and then suddenly… another one.’ For the Ravel, it was OK though,
because that worked differently in terms of harmony.
The researcher (R-I myself) then stated that an introduction should flow, according to earlier
experiments. I agreed that Schumann was slightly jarring, and Ravel also didn’t completely work in
my opinion. Also, maybe things should be shorter? I asked the others what they thought about this
form of introduction.
I1 then explained that for them, the piece itself is the most important. ‘Any comment or … addition…
Yeah, I mean it is important but it is not as important as that other thing.’ The introduction should be
‘short and concise’. ‘Once the … music started, I was … in the music. … No matter what you do, said.’
R (I myself) explained that for someone not familiar to this music, it might be more helpful to hear
part of a piece than to hear about the background of the piece and its composer.
I1 then explained that telling a more personal story was relevant, and also stated that simply naming
the title of the piece by de Jager, ‘Hexagon’, was enough to evoke images for them. ‘[Sometimes] the
… weight … of what you said can be that short. … And that important, I think.’
R then asked about using strung-together fragments or ‘just short fragments, talking about them’. I2
thought short fragments ‘work’ and suggested talking about ‘your personal way … how you
approach or what do you see about this piece’ as opposed to ‘facts’.
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R explained that for this experiment, she was trying not to talk. She asked the others for their
thoughts on this. I2 thought both with and without talking, it was fine. I3 would like some
information, but given a program booklet, would not want any other talking, except maybe about
‘certain special [elements] in the music’. They also added that the fragments need not be played at
the same speed as the composition itself, to allow for the audience to better appreciate the
harmony.
R agreed that in the case of the Schumann, ‘it deserves a different approach somehow’. She went on
ask the participants about their familiarity with the pieces. I3 was familiar with all the pieces
(although not de Jager, for reasons earlier mentioned). I2 was familiar with most, and had heard
fragments from outside my practice rooms for Beethoven. I1 was acquainted in a similar way to the
latter way with most of the pieces. I1 went on to say that for the Ravel, just naming the titles and
their translation was a ‘great solution’.
R explained that in this case it was relevant to tell the audience the titles of the pieces and their
translation, and also remarked that ‘the speakers were not optimal’. This was readily assented to by
I1: ‘You lose a lot’. R: ‘If you could just imagine that the sound quality was equally as good … do you
think it would be very impersonal to listen to the music in that way?’
I1 remarked that they did not understand why R would play fragments beforehand without ‘more
context [than] we already have when listening to the piece’. For a fugue or a piece with a similar
form, hearing the theme would be useful. ‘But with … the fragments [over] loudspeaker, and then
you play it … I wasn’t sure … what I was expected to … listen to.’ R explained that it was meant as
more of a summary. ‘Also because… what often happens is I have the feeling … You get … these
people who do this… kind of thing on stage, but they explain everything they are going to do, and it
becomes an academic exercise as well.’ I1 added: ‘Sometimes’.
R admitted that this is something she has heard more often: why would you play an introduction
without explaining what it is that you are doing? ‘Without telling … what it is … it might still be
unclear.’ I1 preferred a ‘surprise element’: ‘Because if you are … discovering the piece [right] when
you are … listening … for me as a … non-pianist … that is interesting. … You don’t know where … it is
going to go … somewhere else.’ R asked again about speaking as a form of introduction and I1
explained that with their family, they try to be ‘concise’ and ‘interesting’. Not ‘this is the opus
twenty-four’ (I had named the pieces in lieu of a program booklet, see 7. Try-out setup for more on
this). Instead more like: ‘this is … a medieval song, and it [has] this kind of … accompaniment, and it
… is supposed to mean … this kind of thing. Because … the composer was … crazy.’
I1 went on: introductions should be ‘relatable’. ‘We’re … obviously musicians … but … sometimes we
forget that we like to … listen to stuff that … is not … musical per se.’ They said ‘keep it simple … and
… personal’. ‘Images’ or ‘concrete’ things ‘that you want us to be prepared to … notice’. When R
asked whether they would say or show something as an introduction, I1 said they would say
something. R further asked whether they wouldn’t show anything; I1 said that for something like
Berlioz’ Symphonie fantastique, they would: ‘[these] bells mean this, and this is a fugue’. ‘Vivaldi’s
Four Seasons, is … very clear. But for someone who … is not paying attention … Even if you already
know it, … you can give us … the … complete image … I would say.’
R asked I2 about their ideas. They asked R about what the purpose of an introduction was, ‘educate
… or give [a] hint’? R: ‘For me, the purpose of an introduction is to … help the audience get into the
flow of listening to a piece. … Not necessarily to teach them about everything … because if you …
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don’t usually listen to classical music … it’s not going to help to give you a lecture of twenty minutes
about … how this music works. So you want to give them a taste.’ I1 expressed understanding.
I2 said that you could ‘put your music … like just now, in the background … but you can also show
something personal about you. It could be a video that you go to school practicing… Like the process
before. … Or you can even talk … in the video’. R: ‘So more the personal connection, really.’ I2:
‘Yeah, I think. Because then, when you played it, they … already have that connection with you.’
The interview goes on to discuss different ‘gripping’ concerts and the participants share their last
experience of that kind – the ‘gripping’ factor being a certain soloist, or a high quality of ensemble
playing, playing with all five senses, a convincing performance of a certain piece, an encore
especially played for that concert.
10. Social media experiment
Because of an inherent bias in the earlier experimentation (for the reason that all respondents were
music students), and because concertizing live was at that moment not yet possible, I decided to
record the fragments on video along with the piece they referred to. This I did at home on my
upright piano; though the sound would be different, it might also create a more personable
atmosphere than at the music conservatory. I used my phone camera, which was adequate, in
conjunction with a semi-professional recording device placed under the side of the piano lid. The
video was in profile; I know from experience and anecdotal advice that it is best to have your face
visible on video to get more response on social media.
I played three different introductions before the piece: one more melodically/motivically based
introduction and one more structurally-oriented introduction (see ‘4. Possible approaches’ for an
elaboration of both of these); in addition to one introduction centered around the ‘special moments’
suggested by one of the participants in chapter 8. This latter introduction necessitated its own flow
and coherence; something that I became aware of through the comments after the first experiment
and adjusted accordingly. In order to account for my personal bias (I preferred the more structural
approach) I made sure to put my favorite introduction in the middle, where it could neither benefit
from the primacy nor the recency effect (some more psychological phenomena). The simplest
introduction was placed at the end; I was not sure whether the video would gain much response if it
was placed first as some might find it tedious – also, in the first experiment, it started out with
slightly fuzzy video. The introductory fragments can be referred to in Appendix G: Three
introductions.
The experiment was uploaded to Facebook. I prefaced and ended my videos with a short
explanation (see also Appendix F: Social media setup and responses), which was only slightly altered
between the two videos. (The responses themselves can also be referred to in Appendix F.) Before
each intro, the text ‘intro [number]’ was visible on screen. I uploaded one video at a time.
Participants were asked to comment below the post – as opposed to sending a personal message –
so as to make it easy for them to respond, and also to spread the post further. The post was a public
one so that anyone could share it; I myself and my research supervisor ended up doing this. I ended
up uploading just two pieces, due to less response and also the finicky nature of this kind of
‘research’, which I will elaborate on now.
First, about the number of responses obtained: the first post got a lot more response than the
second, possibly due to its being uploaded on a weekend night as opposed to late at night during the
week; but also possibly due to its primacy; or because participants anticipated the second post being
equally as long as the first with its nine minutes (it was shorter), or they remembered having a hard
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time choosing last time. I reshared the second post, but to not much success; this kind of thing can
also result in less response because of a pushy connotation. Also, to increase response rate, it might
have been better to display an image on the video first, as opposed to starting with the businessbefore-pleasure approach of white sans font on a black background. (As an aside, social media
anecdotal advice generally states that more emojis and hashtags do better; there are a myriad of
steps to learn in improving social media reach, but that was not the purpose of this research.)
Now, about the results: I would say that here, too, the reactions were diffuse (similarly to the music
students earlier surveyed), but that would be to take participants’ comments at face level.
Interestingly, on the several pages the experiments were shared on, there were consensuses to be
found within a page’s comments (either a preference for the melodic introductions or for the
structural/’special moment’ introductions) that did not carry over into another page. Perhaps, here
too, music taste (or actually introduction taste) is a societal construct; see ‘3. A. Psychosocial
approach’ for more about this. Regardless, it is interesting to see how much participants referred to
others’ answers, whether explicitly or implicitly. Some participants may even have chosen not to
answer because their answer was different to that of the group. With personal messaging, I might
have gotten less socially-influenced answers, but I am not sure how much response the post would
have gotten. Also, it is possible that the influence was minimal after all: perhaps less-articulate
participants found others’ answers enlightening in terms of wording, or the discrepancies resulted
because my Facebook friends are necessarily a different subgroup than those of my research
supervisor – or any other page for that matter. Some subgroups might also feel inherently included
or excluded.
Apart from the inherent biases and difficulties that arose from hosting the experiment on social
media; the general approach, combined with the survey earlier constructed and a possible aftershow interview, would seem to be an ideal situation. That is, given the audience would be a mix of
both musicians and non-musicians.
Now for finding some usable results. Much like the surveys in chapter 8, the interest here lies not so
much in the preference for a specific introduction, but more in the parameters that participants give
for these. Some prefer an introduction that is more relatable (such as the melodic/motif-based
introduction) and some prefer an introduction that reflects the piece more (short fragments of the
piece in their full context). Interestingly, the reactions on my page and that of my research
supervisor were quite different. Instead of relating the different evaluations to the introductions
that inspired them, I will here provide a table outlying both the negative and positive qualities,
according to different participants.
Participants preferred
motifs allowed for a connection with their
singer background
understandable
crisp, fresh
not giving too much away
longing for more, like a cliffhanger
themes succinct but clear
a good prelude/first step towards the piece
being taken by the hand
not as long
more varied
(preference for speaking, or suggestion of a

Participants did not like
less connection to the work
disjointed
complicated
bland
reveals too little
long
simple
more of an outline than an introduction
being confronted by many stimuli while still
'cold'
train starting at full speed
too much improvisation to be an introduction
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spoken or written explanation of the intro to
increase focus)
hint of what's to come without revealing too
much, like a book blurb
a real introduction, starting from the beginning
beautiful combination
a standalone, rounded-off whole
good start
slow and sweet
more concise and characteristic
prefers no intro
[without background knowledge, another
participant would also prefer no introduction]

[interestingly, none of the introductions were
either improvised or constructed out of extracompositional material]
too long, especially in relation to the length of
the work itself
less imaging
chromatic passage without the piece context
gives away too much
starting in the middle
less lively
more like a finale because of its static nature
starting too loud and strong
only one voice

In other words, participants made value judgments on a continuum between simplicity and
complexity (along with intelligibility), variety and monotony of musical texture, and too much or too
little information. It was also important to some participants that the introduction provided was
characteristic of the work; also, some participants preferred the introduction to start at the
beginning (in fact, the contrary opinion was never given). Depending on their background,
participants needed more or less ‘taking by the hand’: it seemed that most of the participants who
were musically trained at least to an amateur degree preferred to hear the introductions involving
the piece given in context.
This seems to indicate it might be interesting to find a kind of in-between introduction, where
motivic material is married with a very basic introduction of the harmonies, played concurrently.
However, one of the main takeaways for me personally is that there is no such thing as a perfect
introduction; though there is perhaps such a thing as a well-tailored introduction which suits one
particular individual in an audience. There are also differences in definition as to what an
introduction is or is not. Choices must be made here. I will now go on to lay out a paradigm for my
final exam recital, and then summarize the more general findings in this research in its conclusion. I
have chosen to omit a discussion as the results have been reflected on in the sections they occur in.
11. Paradigm for final exam recital
For my final exam recital, it has become clear that the situation will probably be a livestream, with a
jury and possibly some fellow students present in the hall. Because this research, and my personal
experience, has shown that music students and professionals seem generally not to enjoy
introductions of works they already know; I have decided to spare those present the discomfort of
hearing pieces, many of which they may well know, being seemingly disfigured. For most other
audiences, a live introduction explained by the performer would seem apt.
To target those outside of the niche audience at my final exam recital, I am interested in providing
livestream listeners some basic introductions viewable online, along the lines of a beginning-to-end
flowing musical thread with either some spoken or written explanation. (The concert itself will not
feature any kind of introduction apart from the customary program booklet, with a link to the online
resource just outlined.) For this I will use the introductions I already made for this experiment, and
more specifically the structural approach I myself am more taken to, as it seems that there is no
clear preference for introduction format across audience members. (For de Jager and Beethoven, I
will need to make a new introduction, as I did not make a structural one before.) Some linguistic
additions seem relevant, both with regard to fostering personal connection and suggesting my
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desired outcome; I think a piece like Schumann would benefit from being interspersed with some
dialogue, while the synopsis I made of Ravel would work well as-is with some text added.
In terms of number of introductions, I think it most practical to introduce just the first of a set of
pieces. This kind of approach allows for shorter introductions. Also, I feel that, within a work, a good
composer ensures the pieces themselves serve as a kind of introduction for each other. However,
this, too, could be the topic of future research.
12. Conclusion
Audiences watching a classical music performance are often above the age of fifty. Aside from the
obvious, thus-far researched ways to engage an audience, I wondered how large the role of
introductions was. Borrowing from studies done before about different ways to process music, I
asked whether playing fragments from different pieces would be conducive to some kind of
structural understanding of a piece. I think that the reason that classical music is harder to relate to
for younger people may not only be informed by societal constructs such as sub-cultures, behavior
and identity; but also that audiences have become less-familiar with classical music through a
different focus in general education.
My goal in this research was to explore the role of audio introductions in concert experience and
establish a working paradigm for my final exam recital.
To this end, I first played for and interviewed a few fellow music students live. Because the concert
experience comprises many facets, among which (at least according to me) are a spatial or
immersive experience, and a personal connection; a live experience seemed best to me. These
experiments were conducted with a minimum of explanation, as I wanted to see what I could do
without talking: the music should be able to explain itself and I did not want to engage in didacticism
or the introduction of a new medium – language. The first two participants were interviewed directly
by me, using a framework of questions encompassing spatiality, personality, some basics about
music appreciation and a participant’s own thoughts. Later, I surveyed and interviewed some other
fellow students using much the same approach.
In terms of playing, I wrote out some fragments that I felt suited the piece at hand, and played those
before the piece itself. In the later experiment just referenced, I also let participants hear two pieces
without an introduction; and one piece with the musical fragments over speaker. Though the latter
kind of introduction was dissatisfying to most of the participants (although some of them still
preferred this to no introduction at all), I found it more practical; as the fragments were taken from
many different parts of the piece and this interfered with my memorization of the pieces. Later, I
found that this had less of an impact – maybe playing the introductions live could work for me as a
performer as well.
In terms of what could work for an audience, I found that different participants had a different
reaction to each type of introduction, and the different frameworks underlying concert experience.
These reactions seemed to have to do more with an individual’s personality and preferences in
music acquisition than the introductions themselves; there were however some arguments for and
against certain introductions that might result in a new framework for making these. Even though I
myself had a clear point of reference underlying each introduction, I did not want to suggest
anything; this ended up giving me very individual answers. To make sure that the kinds of reactions I
was getting did not result from the participants being music students, I conducted one last form of
experiment on social media with both musicians and non-musicians. Here, just one piece was played
and preceded by three introductions. Most participants seemed to favor an introduction over no
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introduction, but were again quite diffuse in the introduction preferred. This held up across genres
as well.
The conclusions I draw for this research is that if an introduction is played; it should not be long (it
seemed that my personal idea of 10-20% of piece length worked well), it should be pertinent to the
piece at hand, and it should flow well and so not jump between different harmonies or include too
many silences. Another parameter expressed by participants was that an introduction should not
give away too much of a piece (this was probably one of the reasons why at least one participant
preferred no introduction at all). Also, different individuals prefer either a less complex or more
complex introduction; varying from a wish to ‘be taken along’ [‘meegenomen’] to getting a ‘teaser’.
I wanted to avoid suggesting an experience at all costs. However, in a concert setting, this might
actually be desired. For that reason, I can (in contrast to my starting thoughts) strongly recommend
continuing the tradition of talking to the audience, both in explaining an audio introduction (if given)
and in other contextual ways such as a personal story or more background on the composition. This,
too, should not become overly long or didactic. Going back to one of the first questions – namely
that of engaging a new audience – it seems that there is more to be explored. Social subcultures,
perceived elitism, attention states, and many other factors (some of which are outlined elsewhere in
this research) all presumably play a role. My hope that this research adds to the frameworks needed
to further flesh out this larger issue. Hopefully, in this way, musicians can ensure the survival of a
vibrant classical music community.
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Appendix A. Interview 1
R=researcher, I=interviewee/audience
R: So I will be playing, um, Noctuelles by Ravel. Um, I hope you enjoy the piece. I will be playing a
few fragments just to introduce to you the different – yeah – the structure of the piece. Just to enjoy
the sound.
*plays* [bars 11-12, 15-16, 21-23, 33-36, 51-52, 126-130; total length around 1.5 mins]
So, now I will play the piece for you.
*plays*
I: Wow. *applauds and smiles* *both laugh* I really enjoyed it.
R: That’s good.
I: It’s super nice.
R: Thank you. So I, I have aW-was the piece new to you, this piece?
I: Uh, I-I heard it, uh, before. *R murmurs in agreement* But, uh, I listen it before. But, uh, not with
uh, not uh, I meanR: Not live.
I: Yeah.
R: *murmurs* OK. So, uh, did you feel like you could focus on the music?
I: Uh. A-as a audience, or uh… *R assents* Yeah, it was, um… Because for me the Ravel, it’s like, uh,
Monet, it’s uh, the, uh… *laughs* painter. Uh, the painting of the Monet, I, um, it’s dreaming, for
me. It’s not uh, natural, it’s uh… everything is uh, it’s like a dreaming. *R murmurs* Yeah.
R: What did the music make you feel?
I: Um, sometimes it was, mmm, I dreamed, um, like uh, it was uh, when-when you start with smooth
uh, atmosphere I, I feel the childhood. But I, mmm, I switch to uh, maybe it’s a, uh, when I, when I
have a bad dream; in the, in the, uh, B-section, I think so. I don’t know. *both laugh* The form. But
um, it’s a, it was uh, but then I – I came back to the, um, childhood again. Yeah.
R: Did you feel present?
I: What do you mean?
R: So did you feel like you were here in the room?
I: Ah. Yeah. Yeah.
R: Did you feel this performance, this room, this music, as a different place?
I: You mean the, mmmR: SoI: When you-when you play in, in the um, for audience in another room?
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R: Well, um, so sometimes you have the feeling you are here, but actually y-you are not here. You
know, you, you- *I murmurs in agreement* -you are imagining something. *I murmurs* You are in
your imagination. You are in a, in a different place.
I: Uh, I-I think, uh, I am here 90%.
R: OK. *I laughs* Did you feel like something was happening, around you?
I: Mmm, because it was, uh, not, mmm, expected music, uh, I am searching what-what going on,
wha-what’s it. And uh, in the, um, in the future what you want to play it, uh, I mean, when you-when
you playing *R murmurs* in the continue I-I couldn’t uh, expect it so I am listen to you, uh, like a,
um, a, I mean the, um, explorer.
R: *murmurs, interested* OK. Uh, did you feel a connection to the music and to me as a performer?
I: Yeah. You mean the, um, when y-when you played this, this piece, or – I mean, uh, you mean uh,
as a listener, I guess? *laughs*
R: Yeah, as a listener, do you feel a connection?
I: I, yeah I-I, mmm, I heard you, you was, uh, you know it very well, this piece. You know the
atmosphere, you know how to make it – the sound – and, uh, when you played, uh, when you know
it, this piece, as a audience, uh, I can, uh, connection with this piece. *R murmurs* Yeah.
R: Did you feel that hearing the fragments at the beginning helped you?
I: Yeah. It’s uh, it shows me, uh, a bit from the atmosphere, what happening. *R murmurs*
R: Is there anything else you want to say? *I laughs* Or do you want to change something? *I
laughs*
I: Uh… Mmm, not mmm, not a lot, but maybe in the switching the, um, the different part, maybe as
a audience, uh, I-I like, uh, switch, uh, like mmm, like a switch to a dream to dream. Maybe it was uh,
the switching, sometimes for me it was uh, yeah, it was, mmm, cutting, butR: Yeah.
I: Uh, I-I like it to “Oh it’s a dream to dream. It’s not a cut. It’s a-”
R: Yeah. So to make it flow.
I: Yeah. Yeah.
R: Just like the piece, actually. *I murmurs*
I: But not um, all the passages. I mean, sometimes I, mmm, I am uh, like a, uh, in connection, but
when you go to the, go to that uh part, I am connection too. So maybe, uhR: Yeah. Go ahead.
I: In the, in the just uh part. But in the every part it was super fine for me, and um, thank you.
*laughs*
R: Thank *you*.
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Appendix B. Interview 2
R=researcher, I=interviewee/audience
R: [unheard: I will play some fragments] so that you can enjoy the sound and get to know it a bit, and
then I will play it for you, the piece. And ask you some questions. *laughs a little*
I: OK.
R: Yeah. This is, uh, Noctuelles by Ravel.
I: I’m sorry which-which kind of questions are you going to ask me? Or is –
R: Ah, no, no, don’t think too much. Just enjoy the music.
I: Ah, OK.
R: That’s-that’s the most important thing.
*plays*
*I claps, R laughs*
I: Nice.
R: Well. Thank you. I just, uh, some quick, short questions.
So, um, was the piece new to you?
I: Yes, it was new.
R: OK. Did you feel like you could give your full attention to the music?
I: Yes.
R: What did you f-experience or feel while listening to the music?
I: Well, I created some images in my head. Uh, because, like there were different sections with
completely different type of textures which, in my opinion, were really contrasting.
R: Mm.
Did you feel present?
I: Well… *looks unsure*
R: So, did you feel like you were here?
I: Yes.
R: OK.
Did you experience the performance as if you had stepped into a different place, the performance?
I: Yeah.
R: Yeah.
I: Definitely. Like, if I would be, following a story.
R: Did you feel a connection to the music and to me as a performer?
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I: Um, what exactly, I, uh, don’tR: Yeah, so, um, did you feel like you were-you were, um, like I was playing for you? Like the
performance was there for you?
I: Yeah, yeah, I think so. Like, like if you would be telling me a story.
R: Mm.
I: So in a way, yes.
R: Yeah.
Did you feel like hearing the fragments before the piece helped you?
I: Yes, because then I knew what I was expecting, so. It was short but uh, it somehow gave me an
idea what was going to come, what was going to happen.
R: What else do you want to add, would you change anything?
I: To this piece?
R: No, just to the-I mean *both laugh*
I: Oh my God. Not to this piece, to your performance.
R: Yeah. And also to, just the concept around it.
I: Well, uh. I mean, I like the idea that you showed me this little, uh, fragment of the piece, uh but
maybe you could have explained *why* you showed me.
R: Mm.
I: Because then, I mean I was aware what was going to come but I don’t know w-what, which onewhich was the reason for that.
R: Yeah.
I: I mean, why not go direct to the piece? Why sho-, maybe I-I knowR: Yeah.
I: -there is a reason that I don’t know, but it wasn’t very clear for me, that.
R: No, that makes sense. Yeah. No, I’m just trying out also the more kind of, uh, listening to a piece
without talking so much, because a lot of introductions are a lot of talking.
I: Mmhmm.
R: But yes I-I understand your point, so I willI: Or maybe you just say ‘is just to make you, uh, to-to show you, uh, to show you how is going to
be’. Nothing else. Because, uhR: Yeah.
I: I was wondering, maybe I miss something, or I’m missing something, but if you explain that th-the
point is just to give an introductional, then I think it more clear for the audience.
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R: Yeah. OK.
I: Yes.
R: Thank you.
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Appendix C. Group interview
R=researcher, I=interviewee/audience [number of interviewees: 3]
R: So, if [we could make a] circle, because now it’s an exam committee, uh… setting, right now. If we
could just make a circle.
I1: Scary.
R: It’s different for you as well. These kinds of things make a really big difference in how people
communicate together. So I just, uh, want to hear from you one by one, uh. [claps hands together]
Did you have, have you had this, uh, kind of introduction before? Like, with sound, something like
that? Anybody?
I1: Um, yeah, I mean, I-I enjoyed*R murmurs in assent*
I1: the performance, but I-I wasn’t really sure what, what will… what, what you want to do with the
introduction andR: Yeah.
I1: *R’s name* Because it was at the end that I, uh, understood that, that you were supposed to
make different kind of introductions.
R: Yeah.
I1: So… Yeah, I mean. I-I wasn’t thinking aboutR: OK.
I1: About the-the-the, every introduction being different.
*R murmurs in assent*
I1: [indistinct: of course?] Yeah. [indistinct]
R: But that’s, that’s OK.
I1: Yeah. [laughs]
R: Yeah. [also laughs]
R: And how, how was it for you? *looks to next person*
I2: I find, if the piece that I don’t know*R murmurs*
I2: the introduction is, it’s good for me. But if the piece, like you know when you play the Schumann,
I wish that you just continue that phrase, you know, instead of like, jumping on.
R: Yeah.
I2: You know, finish the music. *laughs*
R: Yeah.
I2: But if it-it is the piece that I don’t know then I think it’s a good idea to, you know, give a-an
introduction of what it’s [indistinct]
R: How was it for you? *looks to next person*
I3: Actually, we can mix between all of the type of introduction.
*R murmurs in assent*
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I3: You don’t have to put too many, uh, fragments. You can extract the most important fragments or
the most expressive, something very special about that fragment in the piece and then you can
maybe talk about it.
*R murmurs*
I3: You talk the background of the piece, of [indistinct], I think it will be very nice. But, yeah I agree
with I2: the Schumann I think *makes painful noise* My heart!
*I1 murmurs gleefully*
R: Yeah.
I3: It’s not satisfying with this, this, this, this harmony, and then suddenly like *gasps*R: Yeah.
I3: Another one. Yeah.
R: I-I understand.
I3: Yeah. But for impressionist, uh, music [like the Ravel – comment by the author] and, and, and
later, then, ah, then, then I-I don’t think it will make very, uhR: Yeah.
I2: Abrupt.
R: Yeah.
I3: [Can’t help?] change your harmony, because anyway, impressionistic music*R murmurs*
R: Because one of the things that I heard before because I was doing some small-scale experiments
with this, is that people said ‘we want an introduction that is just- like, it flows. In one go.’
*I1, I3 murmur in understanding*
R: Do you, do you agree with that which, or? Uh, because I-I mean, uh I know it was quite jarring
sometimes, with the Schumann. *laughs*
*I3 murmurs in agreement*
R: And, and also with the Ravel, in my own thought*I3 laughs*
R: But that’s because I know the piece so well.
*I2 murmurs in agreement*
I3: Yeah.
R: Yeah. Now, how was that for you? Do you think, um, the fragments, like she said, they can be
shorter or, um?
I1: Yeah, mm, I mean, I think that the most important thing is the piece i-itself.
R: Yeah.
I1: So… yeah, when I listen to something, I give priority to, to, to, you know that, the thing actually.
*laughs*
R: Yeah.
I1: To the piece. And any other commentary or, uh, sorry, uh, any other comment or uh, addition…
Yeah, I mean, it is important but it is not as important as that other thing. So, maybe… Yeah. I-I enjoy
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it when, uh… whenever the introduction was, uh, short and concise, and like uh, yeah, to listen to, to
this kind of thing, and, that’s all.
*R murmurs in assent*
I1: Enjoy the piece.
R: Yeah.
I1: Because once the-the music started, I was, like, *in* the music.
R: Yeah.
I1: Yeah. No-no matter what you do, said. Sorry for that. *laughs*
R: No that’s, that’s fine.
I1: No matter what you said before, I just, I was justR: That’sI1: ListeningR: Yeah.
I1: To, to, theR: That’s-that’s very good.
I1: Yeah.
R: Because to draw on your question from just earlier, like what-what is my thought behind the
introduction.
I1: Yeah.
R: It’s because, um, I think people still, like – not our kind of people, for me, I just go to a concert, I
just want to hear the music*I1 murmurs in assent*
R: But I think a lot of people who don’t *know* the piece might appreciate just hearing the piece,
and not hearing a whole commentary about ‘this is Debussy, and this composer, he like, and then
and then’.
I1: Yeah. Mea- what I meant is like, uh, the kind of information that you give*R murmurs*
I1: Can be, uh, either relevant or, or not.
R: Yes.
I1. If you say, uh, I will play Schumann, uh, something, number one and twenty, andR: Yeah.
I1: I mean, uh, that doesn’t mean anything to me.
R: No.
I1: But if you said ‘[indistinct] was ten years old, and he, had my first, uh, recital, and-and then, this
piece means so much to me, because, you know, the harmony, and this progression.’
R: Yeah.
I1: ‘Is like it going deeper, and this is a metaphor, or,’ or something.
R: Yeah.
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I1: And anyway, you say about the, Hexagon.
R: Yeah.
I1: The Hexagon, the-the-the piece.
R: Yeah.
I1: Uh. You just said hexagon and uh-and I uh… During all the piece I was thinking about, uh,
geometry and… *laughs*
R: Yeah.
*I2 laughs*
I1: And stuff. And you-you only said one word.
R: Yeah.
I1: And yeah, some-sometimes the, the weight of uh, *clears throat* of what you said can be that
short.
R: Yes.
I1: And that important, I think.
R: OK.
I1: Yeah. I mean, justR: Yeah.
I1: As a listener.
R: No, [please?].
I1: Yeah.
R: So just going back to, because I asked about fragments, and, and… stringing them together, like,
or-or maybe indeed just having short fragments, talking about them.
*I2 and I3 murmur in agreement*
R: Um.
I2: Yeah.
R: What, what are your thoughts?
I2: I think, yeah short fragments, it work. And if you want to talk, like uh, like, I1 say, maybe in a
personal- like your personal way of like how you approach or what do you see about this piece is
more interesting than actually, the facts.
R: Yeah.
*I3 murmurs*
I2: Yeah.
I1: Yeah.
R: I was uh, trying to now find it from the experiment that you just try it with as little talking as
possible to see if what works.
*I3 murmurs*
R: And then maybe add talking later.
*I3 murmurs*
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R: So, umI1: Yeah.
R: But, um, yeah, I appreciate that. Would-would you prefer talking or no talking, actually?
I2: Both are fine.
R: And for you? *asks I3* Because you, you have a very specific idea about how, how you wouldI3: Um, I think it depends on the program note. If you give me the program notes ‘this, this, this, this,
this. AndR: Yeah.
I3: I know what you’re going to play. And, so that you don’t have to talk much unless you wanna
specifically talk about certain special element in the music*R murmurs in assent*
I3: I think that will be very good. But if you just talk just to introduce the piece and so [on?] like that.
Mm. I mean, the program note is just-just enough.
R: Yeah.
I3: Yeah. Oh yeah, by the way, when I, uh, when I tell you about the fragment, you can even stretch
out the timing for the fragments. You don’t have to play a tempo. *slaps*
*R murmurs*
I3: Because sometimes the harmony happens so fastR: Yes.
I3: That actually you-you just, duh-duh-duh-duh-duh, likeR: *murmurs* Yeah.
I3: You know, ac-actually, when it’s longer maybe you can uh, the audience will appreciate [some
line?], [indistinct] [when?] like harmony.
R: Yeah. You-it’s for sure. Yeah, I agree about the Schumann that*I3 murmurs*
R: That deserves, like a different approach somehow.
I3: Yeah.
R: Now it’s just, [doing] everything.
*I3 murmurs*
I1: *laughs* Yeah.
I3: Yeah. Yeah.
R: Um, so, uh, most of the pieces you hadn’t heard before? Or, I mean the Schumann was familiar to
both of you *looks at I2 and I3* [I think?]*I3 murmurs*
I2: Yeah. *laughs*
R: Yeah.
I2: And, and uh, Ravel I think I hear you play a little bit before right, in theI1: *murmurs* [speech indistinct]
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R: Yeah, I played it beforeI2: Yeah.
R: for you, yeah.
I2: Yeah. Yeah.
I1: Yeah.
I2: And I think, Beethoven, a little bit I heard when you practice, or maybe next door, yeah I heardI1: Yeah.
*I laughs*
I2: before*I laughs*
I2: Yeah, but now the first time to hear in [live setting?]
*I1 murmurs*
R: Yeah. Yeah.
I1: Yeah.
R: *turns to I1* For you it was all new, I think? OrI1: Uh, kind of. But uh, I-I felt like-like I knew the pieces. But I don’t remember myself
*I laughs*
I1: listening to them.
*R murmurs*
I1: But it is uh, somewhere in my subconscious*I3 laughs*
I1: That I kind of listen to that.
R: Yeah.
I1: And by the way, when you-you spoke about the-the, the French pieces. This uh, images were also
very uh, concise.
R: Yeah.
I1: So, yeah.
R: Yeah I thought in thiI1: Great solution.
R: Yeah, in this case, I thought it was very relevant to tell you that this was the title of the piece, and
this was the meaning of the title.
I1: Yeah.
*I2 murmurs*
R: Yeah. Yeah, so maybe it is good to talk a little bit after all. *laughs*
I1: Yeah.
R: But, uh, right now, also, the speakers were not optimal. *laughs*
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I1: Nope. No. YouR: But uhI1: You lose a lot.
R: Yeah.
*I1 laughs*
R: Uh, if you could just imagine that the sound quality would be equally as good, um*I3 murmurs*
R: Do you-do you think it would be very impersonal to listen to the music in that way?
I1: For me, i-it’s like, uh, I don’t understand why do you want us to show a fragment*R murmurs*
I1: Beforehand.
R: Yeah.
I1: If you are not giving uh, giving usR: Context.
I1: More context that we already have when listening to the piece.
R: Mm. Yeah.
I1: It’s like, uh. If you were to show us like, um a fugue or a counterpoint, uh, feature*R murmurs*
I1: It’s like uh, with the-with the loudspeaker, is like uh ‘Yeah. Listen this is a… uh, sugetto- sugietto
[subject] and, and this is the contrasuggiettoR: Yeah.
I1: So now, y-you are ready and I will play.
R: Yeah.
I1: Now- yeah in that case, we-we would know uh, why do you want us, to show us*R murmurs*
I1: But with the-with the fragments, uh loudspeaker, and then you play it, uhR: Yeah.
I1: I wasn’t sure was- what was I expected to, to listen to.
R: Yeah.
I1: Yeah.
R: It went- was meant more as a summary. Also becauseI1: Yeah. *murmurs*
R: Uh, what often uh, happens is I have the feeling*I1 murmurs*
R: You-you get this-these people who do this*I1 murmurs*
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R: Kind of thing on stage, but they explain everything they are going to do, and it becomes an
academic exercise as well.
I1: *murmurs* Sometimes.
R: So but,*I1 murmurs*
R: Uh, that’s-that’s something I’ve heard more often.
*I1 murmurs*
R: Also, that’s something *I*’ve been thinking about as well*I1 murmurs*
R: Like, why-why would I show you?
*I1 murmurs*
R: Except to give you*I1 murmurs*
R: Like, overview ‘OK, this is what you might hear’. But, without telling*I1 murmurs*
R: What it is, then it might still be unclear. *slaps table lightly*
I1: Yes. But also, if we have the-the surprise elementR: Yeah.
I1: That is also more interesting.
R: I-I understand thatI1: Because if you are-you are discovering the piece, [right], when you areI2: Yeah.
I1: Listening.
*R murmurs*
I1: And-and for me as a-a non-pianist*R murmurs*
I1: Uh, that is interesting.
R: Yeah.
I1: Because it’s a surprise. Everything*R murmurs*
I1: Like when you [imitates Ravel] ‘*peep*, pa da da duh duh duh duh, *pleep* pa doo woo woo
woo’R: Yeah.
I1: Y-you don’t know where i-it is going to go uh, somewhere else.
R: Yeah.
I1: Yeah. I mean, happens.
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R: So if you were to do introductions for an audience, what, what would you introduce? What would
you talk about?
I1: Um. Right now, I’m thinking, uh, about when I-when I speak and I try to explain*R murmurs*
I1: The music I play to my familyR: Yeah.
I1: They are, none of them uh, is musician. So just to be as umR: Concise.
I1: Concise.
R: Yeah.
I1: And, uh, as an-an- as interesting, also. So, I-I would said ‘So now, uh this and that. This is the opus
twenty-four.’
*I laughs*
I1: *laughs* Is like, ‘What the f? I don’t give a f.’ *all laugh* And, and if I said, yeah you know. ‘This is
a-a medieval song and it uh, is treated this uh kind of uh, accompaniment, and it is of-it is supposed
to mean, uh this kind of thing’*I3 murmurs*
I1: ‘Because, uh, the composer was, uh, I don’t know’*R murmurs*
I1: ‘Crazy’. Or, or not.
*I2 laughs*
I1: I mean. That adds uh, more uh, yeah more relatable uh, information.
R: Yeah.
I1: So I mean, we are also-we’re uh, obviously musicians*R murmurs*
I1: But we also, sometimes forget that we like to-to listen to stuff that it is not uh, musical per se.
R: Yeah.
I1: So if- if you keep it simple and uh, you know, uh, I-I never imagine I was uh, sometimes going to
say this, but personal. *laughs*
*I laughs*
I1: Because of the philosophy ofR: Yeah. Yeah.
I1: Uh, yeah. I mean. Uh, as I said, images or concrete, uh stuff*R murmurs*
I1: That you want us to be prepared to-to notice.
R: Yeah.
I1: That is, really, uh, very nice, I think.
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R: So you would say something, but you wouldn’t show somethingI1: I, given the piece, I would say. Something.
R: Yeah.
I1: But not all words.
R: But, uh, would you, uh show something? Like, uh, play something, orI1: YeahR: MostI1: Yeah, I-I mean, it doesn’tR: I mean, it, you don’t have to.
I1: I-if I were to conduct a, uh Berlioz, uh…
R: Symphonie fantastique?
I1: Yeah, this one. Um, I-I would actually say thatR: Yeah.
I1: You know, this, this uh bells mean this, and this is a fugue, uhR: Yeah.
I1: Uh, with a-with a, uh, [deck?] thing inversed*R murmurs*
I1: And those are the witches *raps knuckles twice* or Vivaldi uh, Four Seasons, is like, uh very clear.
But for someone who-who is not actually paying attention*R murmurs*
I1: Even if you already know it, if-if you can give us*R murmurs*
I1: The-the [direct?]R: Yeah.
I1: Complete image. I would say.
R: OK.
I1: Yeah.
R: Now, because you, now both have shared your vision*I3 murmurs*
R: On, uh- How would you do this if you have a concert and you want to show*I2 murmurs*
R: The audience something. Yeah.
I2: But what is the purpose of a introduction? Is it to educate like, it’sR: Yeah.
I2: To give them hint. Or-
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R: That-that’s a good question. So, um, for me the purpose of an introduction is to um, help the
audience get into the flow of listening to a piece.
*I2 murmurs in understanding*
R: And not necessarily to um, teach them about everything it is, because if you have never- or if you
don’t usually listen to classical music you’re not going to- uh, it’s not going to help to give you a
lecture of twenty minutes about uh*all murmur*
R: How this music works.
I2: Yeah. I- *murmurs*
R: So you want to give them a short taste so they canI2: YeahI1: Ah!
I2: I mean, I think, uh, I follow for like, you can put your music*R murmurs*
I2: Like just now, in the background, but you also can show something personal about you. It could
be a video that you go to school practicing, you knowR: Yeah.
I2: Like the process before, you know, like.
R: Yeah.
I2: So when you play is like, ‘This is, this is, um after [I]R: Yeah.
I2: ‘Like, did all the preparation’, or what you went through. Or you can even talk in-in the video
format or [you want] talk, likeR: So more the personal connection, really.
I2: Yeah, I think. Because then, when you played it, they have-already have that connection with
you.
*I and I1 murmur in understanding*
I2: Yeah.
R: Yeah. Right. When is the-the last time you guys were at a concert and you were really gripped?
You were-like you were completely out of this world?
I2: *sighs and laughs* That?*I sighs*
I2: I think last concert, because of covid, I think it was the Martha Argerich concert.
I3: [No?]
I2: What?
I3: [Conductor/composer?]
I2: Not [conductor/composer]?R: But- For, for you, the one where you were like, this- this is amazing, this is48

*I2 murmurs thoughtfully*
R: Pretty good
*shuffling*
*I3 murmurs*
I2: Yeah, I think I was two years, before I came here.
I3: *murmurs* Now actually[*I2 murmurs*
I3: There’s this?
I2: Correct?]
I3: It was just- I was listening to my- uh, my school and [name of class/school?] and you know,
rehearsing PiazzollaR: Ah yeah.
I2: Wow.
I3: Violin, and accordion and- It was amazing and I was just standing in front of the door and then
they were just rehearsing it, I was just, sit on the floor and just listening totally absorbed, like.
R: Yeah.
I3: It’s not eve-even in the formal setting, you know the concert setting. AndR: No. And what-what was it that really pulled you to it?
I3: The*I laughs*
I3: Yeah… To play PiazzollaR: Yeah.
I3: Well. It-itR: Yes.
I3: Not everyoneR: No.
I3: Can play it well.
R: That’s true.
I3: Yeah. And then, um, ensemble, everyone is um, is-is very um, they are very clear as an ensemble
of what to play*R murmurs*
I3: Of what to play. At the same time, every time there’s a uh, individual, uh, instrument that stands
out, everyone has their own voice, and there’s always this um, rock, you know- They-they have a
balance, not one stand out on it- So there’sR: Yeah.
I3: Always a very good dynamic.
R: There’s this kind of dialogue.
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I3: Yeah.
R: Yeah.
I3: Yeah. Yeah. Between the instruments and I guess uh ensemble is why I enjoy it. Yeah.
R: Yeah.
I3: Yeah. [indistinct]
I1: Yeah.
R: And-and for you? What?
I1: [It’s a long time since?] I went to a concert.
R: Yeah. That’s-that’s OKI1: But I remember going to listen Freiburg, uh, Baroque Orchestra*R murmurs*
I1: Uh, they were playing Baroque repertoire.
R: Yeah.
I1: It was Beethoven Third Symphony. And it was amazing*R murmurs*
I1: Because it- I mean, um the same thing. *I3 murmurs* Connection. *I3 murmurs* That is, uh, yeah
I mean, understand- understanding that they-they were actually playing, uh, wi-with all senses. [That
piece?]
R: *murmurs* Nice.
I1: Uh, no-not just accomplishing [feat?], one note after another*R murmurs*
I1: Looking together. Ev*R murmurs*
I1: Even if- if uh, they were not playing, they were kind of uh, singing, or dancing around. Y-yeah.
They were a-actually a team. Yeah. AmazingR: *murmurs* So [indistinct].
I1: Yeah.
*I2 murmurs*
R: For you *turns to I2*, wha-what was the last performance, you thought ‘This is amazing’? Well, it
doesn’t have to be the lastI1: Hey.
R: One of the performancesI1: Sorry, I have toR: Yeah.
I1: DoR: Thank you so much.
I2: Yeah.
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I1: Yeah. *leaves*
I2: I think, uh when I watch Martha Argerich also.
*R murmurs*
I2: I mean, I heard her a bit before I, uh, I-I watch her performance, but I know it, she’s Martha
Argerich *laughs*. Of course I’m excited.
R: Yeah. So there’s this expectation.
I2: Expectation, yes.
R: Yeah.
I2: But I mea-I mean, of course her-her play and the orchestra not really together withI3: [Composer/conductor?] The concerto?
I2: Yeah *laughs*, probably.
I3: Yeah. Yeah.
I2: Yeah. I mean, her, y-yeah, her performanceI3: Amazing.
I2: Her playing was *laughs* like really brilliant, like. It’s a pity that hi-she con-in the [middle?] when
you [play it?] with the orchestra*I laughs*
I3: Yeah. Yeah.
I2: Because of the conductor, I think*R murmurs*
I2: Yeah. And then, at last the-the concertmaster just lead the orchestra to be the speed of Martha
Argerich. You know that she likeR: Yeah.
I2: Very fastR: Oh. [indistinct]
I2: That that happens.
R: Yeah.
*I3 murmurs*
I2: Yeah.
R: But it’s just this, um, her-her playing.
I2: Yeah. And-and of course when uh, her encore actually*R murmurs*
I2: She played the, uh, her famous [name of piece].
R: Yeah.
I2: Yeah. Right? *looks to I3*
*I3 murmurs*
I2: Yeah.
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I3: Yeah. And umI2: Debussy?
I3: *murmurs* [confused?]
I2: Debussy is with duo.
I3: No, she played [composer]
I2: Debussy?
I3: Or Ravel? I’m not sure [indistinct].
I2: YeahI3: But it’s, it’s one of the rare piece that she only play encore*R murmurs*
I3: At the special occasion. [Not play at the usual-]
I2: Yeah- [indistinct]
R: Yeah. It is supposed to be[indistinct]I3: [concerts?] like that.
R: Yeah.
I2: Yeah- [indistinct]
R: Uh-huh.
I2: Yeah, I mean- Because every time I went to that concert hall, I really can feel rea-like the acoustic
is so bad*I3*
I2: That I can’t really hear much from the performer, but she is differentR: Yeah.
I2: I meanR: Yeah.
I2: The sound is really different. Yeah.
R: Nice.
I2: YesR: So you-you liked her playing, basically?
I2: Huh?
R: I mean, I’m trying to find out what-what did you like specifically?
I2: She really- I-I don’t know. She just draws my attention.
R: Yeah.
I2: I mean *laughs*. It could be *because* of the expectation, really*R murmurs*
I2: Because you know that she’s famousR: Yeah.
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I2: That part, yes. I don’t [know why?]. It-it just feels very short*R murmurs*
I2: The performance.
*I3 murmurs*
I2: The performance is around [time duration?], isn’t it? Yeah, it feels like just ten minutesR: Wow.
I2: Yeah.
R: Yeah.
*I2 laughs*
R: Nice.
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Appendix D. Try-out fragments
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Appendix E. Try-out survey results
S1 (Survey 1)
[participant wrote the names of the pieces per piece]
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Slightly distracted.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually, N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Piece 2 [Schumann] [respondent wrote: Kinderszenen, Waltz?]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
More remarks:
It seemed to take you awhile to get into the music and feel comfortable, but once you did, it felt
much more personal[.]
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream. [and] Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
[no extra remarks]
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Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream. [and] Like being told a story. [and] Something else: one image
ever so slightly changing
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually, N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [N/A]
More remarks: very personal, the most out of all the pieces
Last questions:
I preferred:
3 the piece played without an introduction
2 the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers
1 the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. No
Make the introduction longer. Yes. [Respondent wrote in:] but not much longer, just 2-3 more
sentences, would make it more personal
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. Yes
Add a spoken personal story about the music. Yes
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: Yes. [Respondent wrote in:] if you combine a short introduction on the speakers
with the live introduction, would be best
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S2
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually, N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Piece 2 [Schumann]
Before today, I: Heard fragments of the piece.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [did not indicate]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
[no extra remarks]
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard fragments of the piece.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. No
[no extra remarks]
Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Different images. [and] Something else: Geometrical figures in motion
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I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [did not indicate –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [did not indicate – probably because
N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Last questions:
I preferred:
1 the piece played without an introduction
3 the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers
2 the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. No
Make the introduction longer. No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. Yes
Add a spoken personal story about the music. Yes
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: No
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S3
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention. [and] Slightly distracted. [respondent was probably
indicating a kind of in-between state, or a difference in attention depending on the smaller piece
played]
I felt/experienced: Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No [respondent drew a line
linking this to ‘slightly distracted’]
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. [did not indicate]
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually, N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [respondent crossed out –
probably because this was actually not applicable]
[no extra remarks]
Piece 2 [Schumann]
Before today, I: Heard the piece more often.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention. [and] Slightly distracted. [respondent was probably
indicating a kind of in-between state, or a difference in attention depending on the smaller piece
played]
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes [and] No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. No
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. No
[no extra remarks]
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard the piece more often.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Different images. [Respondent wrote in:] /natural elements.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
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Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [did not indicate –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [did not indicate – probably because
N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Last questions:
I preferred:
1 the piece played without an introduction
[no preference given] the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers
[no preference given] the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. Yes
Make the introduction longer. No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. Yes
Add a spoken personal story about the music. Yes
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: Yes [and] No
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S4
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [respondent crossed out –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [respondent crossed out – probably
because N/A]
More remarks:
Maybe explain [slight underline, slip of the pen?] that there weren’t any fragments? It would make
it more clear…
Piece 2 [Schumann]
Before today, I: Heard fragments of the piece. [and] Heard the piece more often.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream.
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
More remarks:
Incredible expressive and musical.
Beautiful! Well done!!! :) [smiley drawn 90 degrees rotated to the right]
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard fragments of the piece. [and] Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Slightly distracted.
I felt/experienced: Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
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More remarks:
The recording on the TV was way too soft.
Nice atmosphere created!
Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
I was: Mostly occupied with other thoughts. [Respondent wrote in:] (sorry, it was a long day)
I felt/experienced: Something else: I reminded me to Scriabin.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [did not indicate –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [did not indicate – probably because
N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Last questions:
I preferred:
2 the piece played without an introduction
3 the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers
1 the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. No
Make the introduction longer. No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. Yes
Add a spoken personal story about the music. Yes
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: No
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S5
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention. [wrote ‘1’] [and] Slightly distracted. [wrote ‘6’]
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. [respondent circled the slash – probably
indicating a kind of in-between state, between Yes and No]
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Piece 2 [Schumann]
Before today, I: Heard the piece more often.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. [crossed out the slash – perhaps again
indicating an in-between state]
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [wrote an arrow and As I
knew the piece, so not really applicable]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
[no extra remarks]
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard fragments of the piece.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention. [and lightly checked Slightly distracted – maybe an
in-between state, or because of some doubt as to the answer to give]
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream. [and] Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. No
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. Yes
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes
[no extra remarks]
Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before.
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I was: [drew a line between the checkboxes for Able to give the music my full attention and Slightly
distracted]
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes [underlined]
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. [crossed out the slash – perhaps again
indicating an in-between state]
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [did not indicate –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [actually N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Last questions:
I preferred:
2 the piece played without an introduction
3 the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers
1 the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. No
Make the introduction longer. No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. No
Add a spoken personal story about the music. No
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: [did not indicate]
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S6
Piece 1 [Beethoven]
Before today, I: Heard the piece once or twice.
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. Yes [actually N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. Yes [N/A]
More remarks:
[drew an arrow to the questions about fragments] If you use “fragments” just in one of the
exercises, correct it for the others[.]
Piece 2 [Schumann]
Before today, I: Heard the piece more often. [respondent also had checked ‘heard the piece once or
twice but drew an arrow next to the answer just mentioned]
I was: Able to give the music my full attention.
I felt/experienced: Like being told a story.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. No
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. No
More remarks:
I would prefere to have explaned a bit better
this experiment.
Piece 3 [Ravel]
Before today, I: Heard the piece more often. [respondent also had checked ‘heard the piece once or
twice but drew an arrow next to the answer just mentioned]
I was: Slightly distracted.
I felt/experienced: Different images.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. No
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [drew an arrow and a
question mark]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [did not indicate]
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More remarks:
I didn’t understand why the audios before playing
We even weren’t prepared to listen, was too soon.
Piece 4 [de Jager]
Before today, I: Never heard the piece before. [accidentally checked and crossed out ‘heard the
piece more often’]
I was: Slightly distracted
I felt/experienced: As if in a dream.
I felt like I was here in the room. Yes
I experienced the performance as if I had stepped into a different place. No
I felt like you were playing the music to me personally. Yes
The fragments helped to give me an idea of what was going to be played. [wrote a question mark –
probably because N/A]
There was a natural flow from the fragments to the piece itself. [wrote a question mark – probably
because N/A]
[no extra remarks]
Last questions:
I preferred:
1 the piece played without an introduction
3 the piece with the introduction played back over the speakers [wrote in an arrow and ‘now I
understand why the audio!’]
2 the piece played with the introduction played live
If I would change something, I would:
Make the introduction shorter. No
Make the introduction longer. No
Add more speaking about the piece, the composer, the historical context. No
Add a spoken personal story about the music. No
Introduce specific motifs in the piece (like the melody) and talk shortly about them. Yes
Play the most important chord progressions. No
Something else: [did not indicate]
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Appendix F. Social media and responses
Experiment 1:
My post

(Also shared in the ArtEZ Master of Music group, and the Kunst and Cultuur in Twente group)

My research supervisor’s post

Video
Before

The piece
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After

Results:
On my own page (see next page)
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On my research supervisor’s page
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On the ArtEZ Master of Music page

Personal message

Experiment 2:
My post

(Also reshared on my own page, and shared in the ArtEZ Master of Music group)
My research supervisor’s post (see next page)
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(Also shared in the Kunst en Cultuur in Twente group)
Video:
Before

The piece

After (see next page)
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Results:
On my own page (see next page)
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On the ArtEZ Master of Music page
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Personal message

(the above were all from the same person)

(the message directly above was forwarded by my research supervisor)
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Appendix G. Three introductions
Ravel: 1.
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2.
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3.
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Schumann: 1.
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2.
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3.
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